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Section I: Introduction 

Dispersion relations for the scattering amplitude of a rela-

tivistic field theory were introduced in a paper by Gell-Mann, 

Goldberger, and Thirring.(l) These authors used the causality 

requirement, that all observable operators commute for spacelike 

separations, to derive a dispersion relation for the amplitude 

for forward photon scattering. This relation is an expression for 

the real part of the amplitude in terms of an integral over the 

imaginary part of the amplitude. Since the imaginary part of the 

forward scattering amplitude is related by the optical theorem to 

the total cross section, the dispersion relation expresses the dis-

persive part of the scattering in terms of the absorption of par-

ticles out of the incident beam. Similar relations are known 

throughout physics, for all linear processes independent of the 

origin of time, in which the effect, or out-put, cannot precede the 

cause, or input.<2) The field theoretic causality condition in 

terms of commutators is just the relativistic generalization of 

this condition for quantum mechanics. 

Karplus and Rudermann(3) were the first to apply these ideas 

1 

to meson-nucleon scattering. They showed that if dispersion relations 

were asserted for the scattering of particles of finite mass, the 

relations could be used to analyse the scattering data to indicate 
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that the sharp peak in the cross section could only be associated 

with a change in the sign of the real part of the amplitude and 

thus to a resonant behavior on the part of the phase shifts. Un-

fortunately they did not take into account correctly the isotopic 

spin of the particles. Goldberger(~) developed an argument to 

derive dispersion relations for the forward scattering of particles 

with mass from the general principles of field theory. Goldberger, 

Miyazawa, and Oehme(5) developed the specific relations for pion-

nucleon scattering and these were used to analyse the experimental 

data by Anderson, Davidon, and Kruse.( 6) 

Goldberger•s arguments turned out to be easily extended to the 

general angle scattering amplitude on the energy shell. This was 

done by Salam(7) for the case of scalar particles and Salam and 

Gilbert(B) for the meson-nucleon case. Similar generalizations 

2 

were made by other groups(9) and were published by Capps and Takeda(lO) 

for the general case and by Oehme(ll) for the spin-flip amplitude 

and for the derivative of the amplitude with respect to angle in 

the forward direction. More rigorous derivations have been developed 

by Synianzik(l2) and by Bogoliubov and co-workers.(l3) 

In this thesis we shall spend several sections developing the 

form of the dispersion relations for meson-nucleon scattering. We 

shall then make several applications of these relations. We shall 

apply the spin-flip relations to the resolution of the ambiguity 

between the Yang and the Fermi phase shifts. We shall develop a new 
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form for dispersion relations and derive several swn rules ex-

pressing the coupling constant in terms of the phase shifts. This 

leads to a new evaluation of the coupling constant, and to a re-

lation between the low energy behavior of the phase shifts and the 

asymptotic scattering cross section. By using the derivatives of 

the dispersi on relations with respect to angle, equations are de-

rived for the p-wave phase shifts. These equations are used to 

derive a relativistic generalization of the effective range formula 

for the 33-phase shift, which is sho'Wil to agree better w.l.th the 

high energy experiment al data than does the Chew-Low relationship.(l4) 

An approximation technique is developed t o est imate the small p-phases 

and used to discuss the s- and d-phases. 

We turn now to a general discussion of the dispersion relations 

for the scattering amplitude for non-forward scattering. These re-

lations are equivalent to statements that the scattering amplitude 

on the energy shell is an analytic function of the energy in the 

upper half of the complex energy plane with a behavior at infinity 

no more singular than some finite power. If this is true, the real 

and imaginary parts of the amplitude will be related by an integral 

along the real axis derivable from Cauchy•s integral theorem. Gold

berger(4) argued that the scattering amplitude in the forward direction 

obeys a relation of the form: 

; p \!_~"' L +c~) (1.1) --
Here c.....J is the laboratory energy of the meson. The general 

-~ .. _ 



energy-shell amplitude is a function of both the energy and the 

angle of scattering. Gell-Mann, Goldberger, and Thirring(l) pointed 

out that a relation of the form 

4 

rr 1" r,_,~: L .\-1-, -~) (1.2) 
-,. 

was not possible since such a relation could be expanded in a 

Legendre expansion yielding identical relations for each phase 

shift and thus would predict the same energy dependence at thres-

hold for all the phases. The correct form of the relations can be 

found by invoking relativistic invariance. If we consider the 

scattering of two scalar particles 'Which have initially four-momenta 

,r / and '1 and scatter to a state of momenta r and 4 

( where 1" 4 .,.. f' ' :a. ~ K... ., "I ~ ., 4 
1 • = /"' :a. , and -we use a timelike 

metric), then the T-matrix element is, as given in appendix II, 

-r ~ - < 1', "! I i Co) l r'> (1.3) 

The general form of this T-ma.trix element is a complex scalar 

function of three scalar variables, since the particles are real, 

T :: (1.~.) T ( r"l , rr ,) 

If we impose the condition that this T-matrix element be on the 

energy shell, then r + + 
I 

'1 'Which implies 

that 

or (1.5) 
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We eliminate one of the variables in the T-matri.x element to get 

T -= T ( r,., r r ') (1.6) 

The advantage of a relativistic treatment becomes apparent if we 

observe that if the T-matri.x is a smooth function of f' "I and 

r ¥' , the phase shifts automatically have the right energy 

dependence. We assume that the amplitude has a Taylor expansion in 

I" I" around the forward direction with coefficients a.,...cr,) 

which are not singular at threshold when • Then 

-r -:: L., Cl.,.,. ( V' "I ) ( I' I' / - f<. t. ) ":' (1.7) 
,..... 

In the center-of-mass coordinates, r1" ' - 1< '- -= _...... .... ll" ( 1 - ~ o ) where 

is the center-of-mass momentum and $ is the center-of 

mass angle of scattering. Then, absorbing the factors of the meson 

mass into the a,.. 's, 

(1.8) 

and if we compare this to the phase shift expansion 

(1.9) 

where E is the total center of mass energy, we see that the co-

efficient of a P, c ...-.. 19) arises from the terms in the expansion 

(1.8) with • Therefore, using for the numerical 

factors arising in the transition from (1.8) to (1.9), 

E/ e : ~. . s 
' 1'2 ,,a...-. ~ (1.10) 



and we have near threshold • If we keep 

fixed and assume the T-matrix element to be analytic in ,r-, in 

the upper half ,r., -plane, we shall write a general dispersion 

relation of the form: 

6 

"R.e T C r·\, r r') (1.ll) 

'Which is just an application of Cauchy's theorem to the contour in-

eluding the real axis and a semi-circle at infinity; we naturally 

assume that the contribution from the semi-circle vanishes. If we 

asS1lil'le the existence of a Taylor expansion of the amplitude in 

, the relation (1.11) will act as a generating function 

for dispersion relations for the coefficients in this expansion. 

Furtheriri.0re, if we relate these coefficients to the phase shift 

expansion, we will get a series of relations for the phase shifts 

that will guarantee the correct low energy behavior for the phases. 

The next problem is that the dispersion relation we have written 

involves the amplitude for negative, non-physical values of ,....., 

We shall have to use some symmetry property of the amplitude to 

eliminate T (-"",; 'f 1"' ') in favor of T ( 'f''i j I'.-/) • We shall also 

use the coordinate system in which this symmetry has the simplest 

form to discuss the analytical properties of the amplitude and to 

write the dispersion relations. The synnnetey we use is the crossing 

symmetry of Gell-Mann and Goldberger.(l5) Consider the formula for 

the T-ma.trix element 

• 

(B.12) 
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Then for real '1° 
' 1" ' , and 9 since is Hermitian, 

(1.12) 

on the energy shell this becomes 

(1.13) 

The symmetry is obviously simpler if we change variables to 

T C(r-t-r'J"I, r1-') for then 

(1.14) 

and the real part of the amplitude is even, the imaginary part is 

odd in the variable (r'-tr'J <=i • This transformation is simplest in 

the coordinate system in which p -i-; / -= o , which we shall call the 

symmetrical system. In this system the momentum of the nucleon is 

reversed by the collision. We let c..v be the meson energy in this 
_,. 

system, P and P0 be the nucleon momentum and energy, and ~ 

be the meson momentum. Then 

(1.15) 

:: - p <. 

The amplitude is then a function of w and P alone. The 

crossing symmetry becomes 

"* T Cw, P ) (1.16) 

and we expect a dispersion relation of the form: 
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~ TC;:;Jp)-= ~f)""'"'~: JL ,c'-'~f'J = ;i. ii:>)""' .::'..di.,.)_. /J T( ) , - _. ... ,r ( ) 
rr w.._-Lw 1.17 

-:,o 0 

The integral still involves non-physical values of the T-matrix. 

Since in the symmetrical system, if (9 s is the angle of scattering, 

from (1.15). For a real scattering to occur., we must have ~ ~ P • 

We have specified the nucleon recoil., thus the meson must have suf-

ficient momentum to produce that recoil. There is a region 

O< w < j;.,.'-..- P,. in which we shall have to get the T-matrix: 

element by analytic continuation from its value for • 

As we shall see., one can calculate the significant contribution 

from this region., a pole in the amplitude resulting from the direct 

absorption and emission of the meson. 

The relation (1.17) can easily be written in invariant variables, 

since from (1.15) 

we have 

I 

Po 
\... l'"'I -

and if we introduce dimensionless variables: 

= meson energy/ meson mass in the laboratory 

(1.18) 
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and 

,v,'')P I - I< '>. 

t< ,A,,< , a dimensionless measure of the 

momentum transfer, we can write the relation as: 

12- T ( r , ,;,, ) (1.20) 

If the symmetry of the amplitude had been different, if 

A ,t C ..... , P ) -= - A C - ,., , P) then the relation would have been: 

(1.21) 

These are the basic forms of the general dispersion relations, 

written in dimensionless invariant variables. 
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Section II: 

Dispersion Relations for Scalar Particles 

In this section we shall develop a heuristic derivation of 

the dispersion relations, repeating the generalization used by 

Salam(7) to the non-forward scattering case of the technique de-

veloped by Goldberger for forward scattering. We shall discuss 

the scattering of two scalar particles. Using the notation of 

section I, the T-matrix element for this scattering is, on the 

energy shell, 

T(P"l.,r> I" ' ) = .,:_ ~ cwe .- "1"" < y, 11,i,('7J , ico J] \ v- ' > (2.1) 
+ 

We shall discuss the additional term in the T-matrix arising from 

the commutator on a space-like surface in section III. The + under 

the integral sign signifies that the integration is confined to the 

forward light-cone. The integrand must be a scalar function of in-

variant variables which we choose to be 

(2.2) 

Taking the complex conjugate of this last equation and using the 

fact that the current is Hermitian, we deduce: 

~ 
( ( I / ,._ ) - ( ( I I ,._) 
':f \"' Y, I y.,,.-;,- I Y., ,?- , ,')' • --1" Y, r' J I" /)' ,) 'Y' -?-; /,)' 

(2.3) 

In the symmetrical system this becomes a function of 
' 

p , 
~ " , and r-x l. , and the reality condition is: 
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(2.4) 

We take the direction of the nucleon motion, p , to be the 

polar axis ill the ,;v -integration. The product of the meson 
...:. 

moment'U111, .I<. , and the position vector that occurs in the ex-

ponential becomes in the symmetrical system: 

where 

letting be the part of the meson 

moment'U111 perpendicular to the nucleon motion. We take this square 

root function to be that branch of the analytic function of c......., 

that is positive imaginary in the upper half plane and has cut 

lines along the real axis from w ~ :t- J p >-+,._. ... to infinity. On 

the real axis above these cut lines Q. is an odd function of 

, positive for (.,J .,. J f' 1.-r,.._.~ , positive imaginary for 

and negative for • 

We write the T-matrix element in the symmetrical system: 

r on.'-ckt. )..,e;...,-,,.~ d.,,,. ~ ~ ...,,:_~c1eel.._f 
0 /'I.-

1(w,P ) = 

Q 
.Jc. 

(2.5) 

X e 

The azinmthal integration may be done to yield a Bessel function: 



: Pn.~C7 , 
X e }- C ~ <3 ., P, a-, , n.. J 

As a consequence of the symmetry condition (2.4) and the fact that 

J0 ( ,,.,) is an even function, the integrand of the c.--., t9 inte-

gration is real and is 

12 

(2. 7) 

The same argument used by Goldberger to justify the dispersion 

relations for forward scattering may be applied to this general 

T-ma.trix element. The real and imaginary parts of the T-matrix 

element are: 

~ T (w , P) = ~""n.Loln r:-(w-'>'o)~., r.Lc.-.,~ J., ( Q,n.,.._::. e,) HC c..o-.,C,,, ,,_p,,. • ., f) 
(.) ,,_ _, 

"' ("" I (2.8) 
jL T(._., ,f) -;, ~ n_Lr,b,..) ~~,.,-u)ck>-v\_,.,(.,.... ~ J:, (Q/1~6) J-\-('---><5 ., n, ,,.,,P ) 

0 ,,_ 

We assume that £}.__ TC'-', P) behaves as some finite power of 

at infinity. This assumption is connected to the cormnutator of 

the currents being only a finite derivative of a delta-function 

on the light cone. For simplicity we shall assume that the integral 



; pf1.c..,.-.,C7 'I 
X e }- C ~ ~ J P, n-, , n... J 

As a consequence of the symmetry condition (2.4) and the fact that 

.T0 ( ,,,.,) is an even function, the integrand of the c-.,.-o e inte-

gration is real and is 

The same argument used by Goldberger to justify the dispersion 

relations for forward scattering may be applied to this general 

T-ma.trix element. The real and imaginary parts af the T-matrix 

element are: 

(2.7) 

~ T ( ..._, , P) = ) "',._ c,,t,. r~~(w ,?-o).h., r ..L'---' ~ J., C Q"',,,,.:. e.) H c ~ <'., ,,,,,,,..,, r) 
t) h _ , 

.., ("" , (2.8) 
jL T(...,,p)-,, ~ n.Le,b,.) ~~;,,-u)ch-v~-o.,(..,.,.~J:i (Q11,,._._:.6) J-\-('---'C:l, n, ,,-.,P ) 

0 " 

We assume that £2__ Tc'-', P) behaves as some finite power of 

at infinity. This assumption is connected to the commutator of 

the currents being only a finite derivative of a delta-function 

on the light cone. For simplicity we shall assume that the integral 
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/L_ T C w, p ) (2.9) 

converges. If this does not converge, we would consider integrals 

of the form 

( ~--=.11_d._...., __ 

) Tr ( "" - w,..) 

In these integrals the principal value is to be taken at the 

explicit singularity in the denominator. The contour passes above 

any other singularities of £-. T l ...., ) P) • We assume that we 

can interchange the order of integration in (2.8) and (2.9), per-

forming the w integration before the space-time integration 

in (2.8). Then since 

(2.10) 

we have 

1(,, T ( ,;;;p) ~ ~ p ) '),. : _"'z L T Cw, P) (2.11) 
_.., 

We derive (2.10) by considering the integral 

e : c..v ,.,.. ,, T C Q n.. ~ tr) 
0 (2.12) 



The contour of integration may be closed at infinity in the upper 

half w -plane. 
: '-' l"'Ko 

e is a decreasing exponential in the 

upper half plane since -:::v0 is positive. Although 

behaves as an increasing exponential for imaginary argument, 

since the integral is restricted to the forward 

light cone, and the integrand is at worst bounded at A"""' on the 

light cone. This is the result of the causality requirement, that 

the integral is restricted to the interior of the forward light 

cone. We could use several powers of I..,...) in the denominator to 

take care of the possibility that the contribution from the light 

cone itself is significant in (2.8). Having closed the contour, we 

may apply Cauchy's theorem since the integrand is analytic and has 

no other poles than those produced by the denominator. Thus (2.12) is 

TT ...; e 
: (..,,J .-,?r" 0 

and taking the imaginary part of (2.12) yields (2.10). 

We have glossed over one major difficulty: the expression (2.6) 

for the T-matrix element only defines the T-matrix in the physical 

region. For the range of values of w which make Q_ imaginary, 

the integral appears to be undefined. This is the non-physical 

region I vv I ~ J,,.... , -r- p, in which the incoming meson cannot undergo 

a real scattering process. In this region Ju C Q n. ~ ~) behaves 

as an increasing exponential. We assume that the behavior of the 

rest of the integrand is such that the integral is actually conver

gent in this region. Since the difficulty arises when the spatial 
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integral is extended to infinity, this assumption is reasonable be

cause we do not expect anything of physical importance to depend on 

contributions to the conmru.tator in (2.1) at spatial infinity. That 

is, if we consider the function 

( Jic.11.' ,:,l. ( .-, e : c.., ,;,. 0 ,_ ." ( T ( Ii ( ) J ) ""'-r l J. ~ l!J J" Q fl ,,._.:: o) rr "-c,, I: ", rr., 
" n. 

The passage to the limit is not important in the 

physical region. This integral is defined for all real Lv and 

describes an analytic function with the correct symmetry properties 

whose limit on the real axis in the physical region approximates as 

closely as we wish the scattering amplitude. We shall further dis-

cuss the contributions from the non-physical region and the bound 

state term in section III. 

If the T-matrix element obeys a relation of the form (2.ll) it 

is clearly the limit on the real axis from above of a function 

analytic in the upper half plane. We shall assume this to be the 

case and investigate briefly the possible forms of the dispersion 

relations. Consider, as an example, the case of a function, analytic 

and obeying a symmetry condition of the form 

in the symmetrical system and bounded at infinity on the real line 

and in the upper half plane. Then the function -t' < "'"' ) I 1....., ' - c "l. 

may be integrated over a contour running along the real axis and 

closed by a semi-circle at infinity. The contribution from the 

semi-circle vanishes, and Cauchy' s theorem yields: 
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~ ( - .::;) 

where the principal value refers to the poles at w -= -:1: c; and 

the contour passes above any singularities of • Then the 

symmetries of the function, that the real part is even and the 

imaginary part odd in w on the real axis, make the real part 

cancel on the left hand side and the imaginary part cancel under 

the integral sign leaving: 

- ~ f r)"" w~~ w '- ~ -y Cw) { 2.13) 
0 

In order to derive a relation containing the imaginary part of the 

amplitude unQer the integral, the function considered in Cauchy1s 

theorem must have an odd function of multiplying • 
. c.,., +c.....,J 

For example Cw,_ _ ..::; '-:J t ...., ~ _ ...._n; will vanish rapidly enough at 

infinity for Cauchy' s theorem to be applied. Then the Sytmnetries 

of the function pick out the relation 

{2.14) 
"'° ~ ( - L -

1
'-) ...v.J J "'-' c,l.t-v L ,t-Cw) TT c.,_,_., I ( '- -'-)( '- - ' '-) w- c.- (........1 - w 

0 

Thus far a bounded analytic function, the relation describing the 

odd part as an integral over the 'even part is simpler than the con-

jugate relation. This last integral {2.14) can also be thought of 

as a "difference" integral, as having been obtained by the subtrac-

tion of two dis,ersion relations for the even part in terms of the 
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odd part of the form 

(2.15) 

for two different values of • Such simpler relations apply 

to functions vanishing at infinity. For functions behaving as a 

first power of w at infinity, both the real and the imaginary 

parts obey difference relations. The real part would be related to 

the imaginary part by (2.14) while the conjugate relation would be: 

L-H.::;) 

For functions behaving as 

(2.16) 

~.s,c ..... ) 

at infinity, the integral over the 

even part may be simpler than that over the odd part. This way of 

reading off the dispersion relations using the synnnetries and the 

boundedness properties of the functions yields, in some cases, stronger 

forms of the relations than would be expected from the consideration 

of functions like 

/
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Section III 

Dispersion Relations for Particles 'With Spin 

In treating the scattering of pions and nucleons, the new 

facets are the introduction of the spin and isotopic spin of the 

nucleons and the isotopic spin of the mesons. The initial state 

of the system shall contain a nucleon of four-momentum p , spin 

>-. ' , and a meson of four-momentum c, 1 
, isotopic spin f3 • 

The T-matrix element for the transition to a final state p , 

, q , and o<. is, from appendix II: 

~e:q-?' <1">-1 [i"<.(,r)~ ,a-~ec))J 1r">-/> 

(3.1) 

+ 

The nucleon isotopic spin is taken into consideration by treating 

this T-matrix element as a two-by-two isotopic spin matrix. This 

structure can. be reduced to simpler forms by utilizing the invari-

ance properties of the T-matrix. The isotopic spin behavior can be 

18 

separated out easily by a method of Goldberger•s. (.5) TO(p ( r., l° ,.) q) 

is a tensor in isotopic spin space and can be decomposed into sym-

metric and antisymmetric parts: 

The nucleon spin can be taken into account since the general 



structure of this T-matrix element is 

in which o c r/ to '., q ) is some matrix depending on the y 's and 

(i)n p , t' / , and • The ,.,u c r ) are sol utions of the free 

particle Dirac equation with the renorwal ized mass K • Since 

the T-ma.trix is inrariant, the enl independent functions of the 

other scalar invariant combinations of the gamma's and the momen-

tum vectors can be reduced to these. No terms in v or in o, 
enter since the T-matrix element for this scattering pro-

cess is a scalar. The general orm of the amplitude on the energy 

shell is then 

The crossing relation will yield the symmetry properties of the 

functions , , , and • From the general 

expression (3.1), one deduces by taking complex conjugates: 

I ( , I "\~ 
-< (J r ... >- ., I" • f. .) er 1 

(3.h) 

Co~arisQn of this crossing relation with the isotopic spin decom-

position (3.2) shows that 

(3 • .5) 
-I o ) "'* (r ... r/, ci -=-
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and a further comparison 'With the spinor decomposition yields 

(e ¥ 
-r ( Ff'.) F~ ) = 

(3.6) 

Cl ( I ) * '3' rr.,rq / r r ., 

These symmetry properties govern the ultimate form of the dispersion 

relations that we shaJ.l write for these four functions. 

We shall now discuss the second term of (3.1). This term 

----,. 

e: ,,,,.,,_ ~ < I° I [ cfO( c,,-J., i,fl c,n] 11"' ' > 
0-: 0 

involves the commutator of the fields on a spacelike surface. It 

can always be evaJ.uated using the canonicaJ. conmmtation relations. 

If we make the assumption that 1;s (()) does not contain <# c,,.) the 
. 

only part of the comrrmtator that appears is [ cp ._ (,,- ).) i, f1 c eJJ] • 

If this is so, then 'tac~> does not contain the spatial derivatives 

of ,ft,,J since the current nmst depend on the fields in an in-

variant manner. The commutator 'Will then reduce to a scalar oper-

ator nrultiplied by a three-dimensional delta-function, and this term 

'Will not depend on the meson energy-momentum 9 • In this case 

the commutator is aJ.so a multiple of • This follows from the 

fact that this surface integral term in the T-ma.trix element is es-

sentially the second variational derivative of the interaction 



Lagrangian with respect to the meson field: 

This derivative is symmetric under the combined interchange of the 

isotopic spin indices and the coordinates o£ the meson field oper-

21 

ators. If the final contribution is a delta-function, corresponding 

to a ct -independent term, it is even in coordinate space and 

thus even in the isotopic indices. If the contribution is a first 

derivative of a delta-function, corresponding to a term linear in 

c=, , it would be odd in the isotopic indices. Similar arguments 

hold for higher momentum dependences. In the case at hand, we ex-

pect the current to depend on the meson field through terms such 

as ~f'" cf p l<>) , a mass renormalization, and (>- -t" c;, >--) c:p 
3 

, the direct 

meson-meson interaction and renormalization, and possibly a meson 

pair term. The surface term is then of the form 

If we use the crossing relation, we see that J\..<r~') is a real 

function. Thus it contributes only to ~ f e and is, as far as 

the dispersion relations are concerned, a constant term in • 

Even if energy dependent terms were produced by this surface integral, 

they would clearly be analytic functions of the meson energy with a 

pole at infinity; therefore they would only upset the boundedness 

properties of the functions. This }\_ -term is in general part of 

the renormalization of the T-matrix. It contains an infinite multiple 



of a delta-function in the forward direction that is part of a mass 

renormalization. This delta-function does not enter the dispersion 

relations, however, because we always consider the T-matrix in the 

forward direction to be the limit of the T-ma.trix for small angle 

scattering. The ~ ).. meson-meson renormalization term is not a 

delta-function and would enter at all angles. 

Now we decompose the integrand of the space-time integral in 

the T-matrix element in analogy to the decomposition in moment'Wil 

space that we have just made. CQnsider first the even isotopic 

index part of the T-matrix by considering the integrand for T<><o<.. • 

The integrand may be rewritten: 

(3.7) 

The causality condition requires that 

and 

By taking the complex conjugate of the matrix element we deduce: 

F ( I l. , * 
t'"' J t'/'r'.1"Y;1'1') - F ( r '/Y.1 I",,,..) /,!' "-.., r r , ) 
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The second term in (3.7) must be integrated by parts to bring it 

into the form (3.3). This integration yields 

-A· AA(y")y., .AA (I" ' ) L 
o---.-

\ c,,11")' e:"'"" G-(1",.,..,r',,...,,;r-~rl"') (3.8) 
<r 

-t ,.: _;;: (y, ) Y .. ..AA c.,- ,) 

Terms arising from the bolllldaries at spatial infinity have been 

dropped since the fields are assumed to be localized. The second 

and third terms have a structure that is different from the first. 

They both must vanish since the T-matrix must be independent of the 

orientation of these arbitrary spacelike surfaces. If the space-

like surfaces are flat, these terms have the form 

_;;: (f J yyz .,AA- ( V' ' ) ),_ ( v-' t I" ') i .) Y7_) (3.9) 

in which ~. is the normal to the spacelike surface. There is no 

scalar function formed from the scalar products of the vectors 

• I 
, Y' , '1 , and '{/ which will make (3.9) independent 

of • The first term in (3.8) has been written as an integral 

over the half space ,,....
0 

> o • The function G- c v> /r, V' '/r., ~ '-,, Y' y., ') 

must vanish outside the light-cone, however, since otherwise the 

integral would depend on the spacelike surface passing through the 

origin. Now each of the functions in m.omentlun space can be written 

23 



as a Fourier transform over the forward light cone. 

\c.l,,.-,e.. :1 -r FCr,,,, l",,,..J 

) h--e:<i,y G-C.,,,?-_, i,-',,_ , ,,,\io,. ' ) 
... 

The crossing relation yields for G- . . 

(3.10) 

Similar results hold for the odd isotopic index functions + 0 

and ca' 0 
• The argument of section II can be applied to (3.10) 

to yield generalized dispersion relations. 

We shall show that with the choice of phases that have been 

used in defining the four functions -t e. , ,5- 0 
, C}- e. , and 
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~ 0 
, the imaginary parts of these functions correspond to energy

momentum conserving intermediate states. We expand the comnmtator 

in the expression for the amplitude (3.1) over a complete set of 

intermediate states. Denoting these states by I "" 1 .A > in which 

/VJ,,.. is the eigenvalue of the total energy-momentum four-vector 

and _,.., represents all the other quantum numbers required to specify 

the state, using the translational invariance of the theory (B.3), 

and writing -}..._ for i .... lo) , we have: 

~ ) .,,,, e.' ' ~ L I "-•'i. 1- ,o '> <- ,,1 
-t" ;t't1J. 

(3.11) 

. . _. ,.,.(- -1' ') / - < y., I y
11 

1,..1 : > < ,.,, : I I' o( I I' ' ) e J 



The quantity 

(3.12) 

is invariant and may be written as the sum of two independent terms 

Taking the complex conjugate of (3.12), we have: 

H"'l' ( r ,..... ; r ' ,.... , 

(3 .13) 

The isotopic spin dependence of 1-l "'-/1 and .) -<f? can be separated 

out in the same way it was for the T-matrix element as a whole. 

Introducing He and ;J e for the coefficients of ~-< f1 and H "' 

and J " for the coefficients of -;:- [ 1'..._, 1,,5 ] , we get four functions 

which have the following symmetries: 

(3.14) 
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which symmetry happens to be the same for all these functions. We 

insert this decomposition into (3.ll) and convert the y ~ into 

a derivative. This yields for the even isotopic index term: 

- e 
I -= ,,;;;c,.,),....cr ' )~ 
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(3.15) 

\-,,e'~ l ( ; 4_ _ ) -j e ~ ' ) _c;_ i. 1"',... , l" ',...,"" ; 1"1' 

We compare this to (3.7) to yield the relations 

F e I r H c , ... , > r .. ,,.. l 1" -)0<) ·,,,.-(--1" ') ] -= .A L::t'!)" 1""" 1 ¥',....,,...... / l"'I' e e· 
.. 

(3.16) 

G-e -:: ) c,!..-, J(r,...,i-'- J ,... "', t' .. , ) [ ('.'. .. ,,,, ( f'---) - e ; ,.,...t--i,, 'J J ,.._ 
l ~rr) '1' 

-t 

The space-time integrals have been written as restricted to the for

ward light-cone. This is unnecessary since the integrands in (3.10) 

vanish outside the light-cone. Extending the integrals to cover 

the half space ,;l-,. ~ o and reversing the order of the coordinate 

and the intermediate momentum inte'grations in (3.10) and (3.16) per-

mits us to do the coordinate integrals. The spatial integral yields 

a three-dimensional delta-function providing for momentum conserva-

tion in the intermediate state. The ti.tne integration yields an 

energy denominator containing an infinitesimal imaginary part arising 

from the Abelian convention. Thus 
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}ecl"r~l""l) -::: ) ~ He c I"- , "",....,.,, .,..... ... ., I" r ') l:>. ,,-J" 
-+ 

i Ll. rr) 1 ~
3

(9TY'_,..) (:i. rrJ 3 b 3 (.,-r"'-+,..,.) 

1 -r x ......... <,1 -,-:>\11-,0-,' ,: .......... ~-r .. 1
-tC,o-t-:( 

(J.17) 
-e J ('{',.. , ("1,,.,. , ,.....'- ., f"'"I" ') 

) l:>. .-J J ~ J (, + Y' - ,.... ) 

l ("" . - I°• - "! .. - : [. 

(_ ;/ ,r) J ~ J ( <j _ V' I + ,_ ) ( 

/1-"'_,-r,,.,'+.,o+ : l.. S 

The separation of the functions J;-e and ~ e into real and 

imaginary parts is an invariant one, as is the division il:lto absorp-

tive and dispersive parts •. By absorptive and dispersive parts we 

mean respectively the terms containing a delta-function and those 

terms containing a principal part function arising from the energy 

denominators in (3.17). Specializing to the symmetrical system, we 

can show that the imaginary parts of -fie and 3' e will vanish 

in the integration. If in the symmetrical system we use Cartesian 

coordinates and take the z-direction to be the direction of nucleon 

motion and the xz-plane to be the plane of scattering we have 

P,,, o, o, P P • ., 0, LJ, -'P 

(3.18) 

9 ~ t...>, Q., o., -P 

then 

Q) o, (.) 

The /\A 1- part of the ,..,.. -integration is restricted by the delta-
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functions to M l-,, o • Therefore f>,....,. P. 11-1. - P ,....,! becomes identical 

• Conq:>arison with (3.14) shows that :ui this 

case cnly the real parts of He and -ye appear :ui the :uite-

grands. We conclude that :ui the symmetrical system the imaginary 

parts of -5-e and of <;} e are iden·t;ical to the absorptive parts 

of }e and '}e , and similarly for the real and dispersive 

parts. Since these decompositions are invariant, this is true in 

a:ny system. For the odd isotapic index parts of the T-matrix ele-

ment the terms arising from the second term in the comnmtator enter 

with the opposite sign, we define a new H O to absorb the term 

in I< J arising when 'I""' becomes a derivative. 

To-::: 
µCl")......_c,.,J ) ol-;re : ";.i--

) L:!;~ 
Ho( ....,...a. ) ,~') A r',.... .} I"' , ,,.., , 

... + 

)( r e: ?- c l"--J 
+ e 

.. ,.,....l--;, ') J 

(3.19) 

-+ .,;;- ll") '( ..,__ ,..._ (,.' ) A. J h- e: .,,,... (.; ~ .... ) ) d-
J""Cr--J>°,,..." . ') ... ... L-'-'V v ......, ) /" Y' 

As before, the coordinate integrals may be extended and performed. 

Then 

f°Crr ', r.,,) -::- ) .,i... 
(..lrj'r ... 

~ '}o (l"r',,1""1) -::- ot... 
l ->-l!J 't 

T 

Hu c,,. .... .,r',_,, ,,.....,,,.14 ' ) 

'J( { lJ. IT) I ~ J ( r,> ..- , - "") L.2.,rJl ~ 1 ("1-fP' ... ,....)] -
,,..... o - f'o - 9'1.1 - , ' L ,...,....." _,, ", +- c,,., + .~ r: 

(3.20) 
JO( 1 L ) r'"'" t r' ,-) ,_ ) t'~ I 

x ~ lJ..,V I c;l (f1t"'j _,-.) 

..-..- r . -'j. -.' E 
+ c~ r.J l 'is J c "i - "" , -t,.., J l 

"""""..:, - r,/ + °'t"' T ,' 1. j 



Again in the symmetrical system only the real parts of HO 

and 

r<> T O enter, and the imaginary parts of -r and 

correspond to the absorptive parts of the amplitudes, or to the 

existence of energy-momentum conserving intermediate states in the 

physical region. 
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In the non-physical region, the delta-function of energy that 

is contained in the absorptive or imaginary part of the amplitude 

cannot always be fulfilled. We lmow the energy spectrum available 

to the intermediate states. The state of lowest energy is, by the 

conservation of heavy particles, the one nucleon state. The contri

bution from this state, the bound state term, may be separated out 

and leads to a pole in the amplitude and to the introduction of the 

coupling constant into the dispersion relations. The rest of the 

intermediate states ha:ve rest masses greater than one nucleon and 

one meson 

If we assume that the delta-function of momentum may be removed 

befere the analytic continuation is performed, the energy-conse:rv'J.llg 

delta-function is of the quantity 

and can only be fulfilled if or 

f °'I ~ I< ,M 
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This is the threshold for forward scattering and is below the thres-

hold for scattering with a given momentum transfer. In invariant 

variables the threshold for finite angle scattering occurs at 

or 

1'.' f 1
- I'- '

~ 

The lower li."Tlit for the integrals over the imaginary part found 

from the symmetry condition in section I is 1'" '1 >;. 
r' t' ' - I<. .._ 

::,. 

and so the lower l:L'llit of the integral is the 

• 

larger of .,,..1,. or 1 • Since we are ultimately interested in 

expansions of the amplitude around , we shall write 

the lower li.lJii.t as 1 , after the bound state contribution has 

been removed. 

The Bound State Contribution 

We now consider the one-nucleon intermediate state in the 

expansion of the T-matrix element over a co~lete set of inter

mediate states (3.11). This is the state of lowest energy to 

enter since by the law of conservation of heavy particles all the 

intermediate states nru.st contain one more nucleon than anti-

nucleons. This term in the simnnation is, letting p be the 

energy momentum of the intermediate nucleon: 
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<r l ~'.,.l,;)<I'\ rtflf'> (~ IT)J S,3(y>i·"f-y,) 

P , - r. - 1a :r 

(3.21) 

Po - r., I -+ "} . -;- .. r 

If the numerator is assumed to be an analytic function of q 

after the integration has removed the delta-function it may be 

continued into the non-physical region where { is imaginary. 

The vanishing of the denominator will correspond to a pole in 

the T-matrix element. In the symmetrical system the pole occurs 

when 

(.,._,, = ± - : [:. 

The matrix element defines the interaction of 

an external meson field with a real nucleon. Since the matrix 

element is an invariant and since the meson field is pseudo-scalar, 

the general form for the matrix element is 

Since (!" 0(. is Hermitian, } ( r y; ) is a real scalar function. 

We shall determine the bound state contribution by computing it as 

a delta-function contribution to the imaginary part of the ampli-

tude. The absorptive part of the one nucleon term is 
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Introducing a delta-function to express the fact that the nucleon 

is real and performing the sum over the spin variables of the inter

mediate nucleon, see appendix I, yields 

or, since on the energy shell 

:: n -&-'-( ,,'-,..' ) [ ;ct<>J""r.1.T/1 Y'l -""- c r ') S(,._,. "1-t-""' "-' 

-t- ;er) ~(1?'-. Y-"I ...... er"') ~(,.""'"' - .,..._'- ) J 

The bound state term contributes only to the relations for ~ e 

and • This is a consequence of the meson field's being 

pseudo-scalar. If the meson were scalar there would be large 

bound state contributions to the functions fe and fc 
as well as to the and • Extracting the coefficients 

of the even and odd isotopic index parts, we have for the bound 

state contribution to the imaginary part of the 'a" -functions 

(3. 22) 

~ 1' J.. ( I"- < - -"" /.1_ ) [ 7J ( I° 'I + _... %. ) - ~ ( r 1 
"I - "" '/.._ ) J 
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The f,mction 1 ~ C 1<,. _"''!,.) is related to the coupling constant. 

If the meson-nucleon vertex is renormalized not for the scattering 

of a nucleon by a static external field but for a non-physical 

process: the emission of a real meson by a real nucleon, J ( I< ~- -"" I', ) 

will be G- , the renormalized unrationalized pseudo-scalar 

coupling constant. This way of defining the coupling constant 

was originally introduced in a calculation by Watson and Lepore.(l6) 

The Dispersion Relations 

Now we write out the dispersion relations based on the sym-

metries (3.6) and the bo,md state contributions (3. 22). Again 

introducing dimensionless variables 

1"r' ' - I<\ 
""' /.,._ I<. r:.-= f' 'l /, .,,.., -=-- J.r ~ 

)<. ,.... J<.. ,.. 

we have 

~ 'to ( -r, i ) -= (i - /,>-!:,. ) 1' ~- o1 ~ 
(r - V C ~ -r- ~ - ~ ) 

J_,,__ + 0 ( ">- , ? ) 

I 

~ <te (,?-, i ) -:: 
~ - ( -_~d:..:._::.c-__ _ 
.,. (i -,;:.-;,._ ) 1° ) CT. - c) < ~ + i - ,,,.. ) 

I 

(3.25) 



~ ( - _ I ) ( - - , J 1? ~ ')o ( C; - '>-/,_ ) ,;}.. ~ ef2--. .f- e c '7' / e ) 
- ~ - t e- + ~ _ ,,_. I -------------:---
rr (_2. - i) ( '2--- + i -;;yJ [ ~ -i'J C ?-..--e ' -;;.,) 

I 

The relation for J-e is written both as a single relation 

involving the .)\_ -term and as a difference to eliminate the 

_/\__ -term. This second way of writing the relation for 

may also be looked upon as reflecting the statement that since 

-t'e behaves as a constant at high energies, the appropriate 

quantity to consider is c_-e(..,, PJ/ ,._ -~ 
.,- w - (..., in the sym-

metrical system. This would be an analytic function vanishing 

at infinity in the complex plane. In the forward direction the 

relations (3.23) become 
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(3.24) 



We have written the simplest relations possible, making the strong-

est assumptions about the high energy behavior consistent with a 

constant term in ~ e • 

The Direct and Spin-Flip Amplitudes 

The functions . + e , , a,e . and a , ea-,"' that 

have been introduced must now be related to the mor~ usual spin

flip and non-spin-flip amplitudes. The connection between the 

separation into even and odd isotopic index dependence and the 

usual 1/2 and 3/2 isotopic spin dependence has been given by 

Goldberger, Miazawa, and Oehme.(5) Since the projection operators 

for the isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2 states are 

and 

Ae I 

s 

respectively, the connections are that 
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(3.25) 

A"-::~ (A' -A 1
) 

Where A e,·" is any amplitude relating to the even or odd iso-

A l 

topic index dependence and , A 
3 

are the amplitudes for 

the 1/2 and 3/2 isotopic spin states. The nucleon spin dependence 

may be obtained by rewriting the quantities 

and 

in the center-of-mass system. The specialization of these invariant 

forms to BIJy system is easily performed using the relation 
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in 1omich J. >- is ( j ) or ( ; ) depending on the spin of the 

nucleon. In the center-of-mass system, suppressing the spin indices 

in favor of a two-by-two matrix notation, we have 

(3.25) 

in the laboratory system we would have 

-;. r;:- ) p.' -t \<. .., 

and in the symmetrical system 

-'" 

:l. : er · P ')'. k <a-" C P.., -i- 1< ) 

The expression (3.25) is the one of interest. Introducing symbols 

for the various normalization factors that have arisen, we shall 

use 

f for the total center-of-mass energy 

for the center-of-mass momentum 

(3 = Po -t" K 
in the center-of-mass 

and 0(-:,. f+ t..; 

We write the invariant T-matrix element in terms of center--of-mass 

variables, and 1) , for direct, and 5 , for spin-flip, amplitudes. 
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= J) + .A (3.26) 

is a unit vector in the direction of 

e is the angle of scattering. Then from (3.25) and (3.26) 

s = 
(3.27) 

[ :i.. '"' -t 

since in center-of-mass. We also 

express the invariant functions in terms of the direct and spin-

flip amplitudes 

<>( 1) - I< ,.._. [ :l. .! - o</(J /,Y ] S 

(3.28) 

and we record the algebraic identities 

~ I< ( o( -!- .-M t ) 

E.::- j ,<,..,.,,..., ... +.l..l<.,....~ 
(3. 29) 

• laboratory momentum. 
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In the forw-ard direction (3.28) reduces to 

(3.30) 

Using these and identities (3.29) the relations in the forward 

direction (3.24) can be combined to yield Goldberger•s Relations 

(3.31) 

The invariant T-ma.trix that we have been using obeys the relation 

in the forward direction. Thus the total cross section is related 

to the imaginary part of the direct amplitude by 

(A.11) 

since '-f-,,... Y/. E is the incident flux times the incident nucleon 

density 'With our normalization. The relation between the even and 
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odd isotopic index cross sections, the 1/2 and 3/2 isotopic spin cross 

sections, and the total cross sections for positive and negative 

( ) 
( •) 

mesons from protons r::r + .J a- - are, 

I - I 
l.. (er -t 1" ,r- - ) 

I 

"'3 

In order to work with the dispersion relations, we want the 

phase shif·t; expansions of the direct and spin-flip amplitudes. 

Since both parity and total angular momentum are good quantum num-

bers for pion-nucleon scattering, the orbital angular momentum is 

also a good quantum number, since for each ~ there are only two 

values of .R available. We introduce the usual projection oper-

at ors 

Cl + r) ~ C '--" e ) ... a- · ~ P / C c...,-., ei ) for 

and (3.31) 

for 

The isotopic spin dependence has already been separated out. If we 

compare the expansion of the T-ma.trix element in terms of the pro

jection operators (3.31) with the unitarity condition for the 

T-matrix in the region in which only one-meson intermediate states 

contribute, the coefficients of the expansion can be determined. 
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The unitarity condition in this energy range is 

- < P,., ~ I i, l r' > -1- < Y' I ".). I r I ci 1 + > -= 

..._ \ "Ur J.\ < I . I - - >,,,. - - l . I '> ( ) 1 r 
( ' rr• ''" - - r' -1 V' ,"' '-p.,., '.'.l I' ~" oCr-r 'j-;; -;) ~'-' :i.r • .;i."'· 

Where p and ~ are the four-momenta of the intermediate 

nucleon and meson. The expansions for the direct and spin-flip 

amplitudes are then 

D "' 

(3.32) 

s -:: ( c,.l.-
/ 

p ,t. (__ c..-.:> " ) 

r / & 
where ,_ "' -,-.,,. (..->?" r, (<-<>->o) • These expansions are for each isotopic 

spin state separately. The quantities 0...1. _ and ~... are 

aj/._ -= e for 

(3.33) 

for 

in the energy range in which there is no inelastic scattering. 

We shall use the usual notation for the s- and p-waves, Ci. I and 

referring to : 'i, 
e ~ S, for the T • f and T • 3/2 

s-waves, a. i T , ;i. r for the p-waves. We shall also use a super-

script I O I to denote the scattering lengths, taking the low 



energy phase shifts to be of the form for s -waves 

and for the p-waves. Thus the s- and p-wave 

terms are, in the forward direction: 

'8'tr I:: L o. , - C..3 +c.,.+ 2 <'1 11 - a. J, - :2.. C:. 11 ] 

J I? .M 

(3.34) 

[ c. .. - °' 11 - c. ,, + ~11 ] 

The ' High-Energy Behavior 

There is very little evidence as to the behavior of the 

scattering amplitudes at high energies, apart from the fact that 

the dispersion relations agree quite well with eXJ!)eriment and 

thus could be interpreted as justifying the assumptions about the 

convergence of the integrals involved. Experimentally the cross 

sections are kno'Wll only to a couple of Bev. 

Cool, Piccioni, and Clark(l7) are that fer 

for ~~ at 1.8 Bev the cross sections are 

The measurements .of 

TT at 1.9 Bev and 

c,-- = 31.3 ± 1.6 mb 

and a-+ = 31. 7 ~ 2.L mb. The measurement of <T"' at 4.4 Bev 

by Bandtel, Bostick, Moyer, Wallace, and Wilkner(lB) at Brookhaven 

is er - "' 30 ± 5 mb, but there is a measurement made by Maenchen 

et al. (i9) at Berkeley to the effect that {,- = 19. 7 ±. 3.4 mb 
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at 4.5 Bev. This is not very adequate experimental information and 

the energies are low compared to the energies entering the question 

of asymptotic behavior. 'We shall asswne that the cross sections 

for positive and negatiTe mesons on protons become constant and 

equal at lrl.gh energies and take the value 30 mb. That is 

and (3.35) 

o--- c,"T - 0 

For the imaginary part of the direct amplitude: 

There is some evidence, from Haberschaim's work, (2
o) that IL ':P O 

does obey the dispersion relation (3 . 30). This requires /2-. --;> 0 

to behave as 2: , _ ci for positive o<. , and the derivation of the 

dispersion relation then requires ¥<.. t) " to behave also no more 

singularly than c ' -~ • Using the asymptotic forms for the functions 

in (3.30) 

the high energy behavior of our amplitudes in the forward direction, 



which is the only one that we shall discuss, is 

s 

s 

If the spin-flip amplitudes are not significant at high energies, 

we have 

and we have gained in the degree of convergence making this rela-

tivistic separation. 

It is reasonable for the cross sections to approach a con-

stant at high energies. This is the behavior that would be expected 

if the interaction were governed by a fixed range. At high energies 

one would expect the interaction to be mainly inelastic: all particles 

striking within the interaction range being absorbed. This argument 

is the standard argument for a black sphere: that the phase shift 

for each where Cl. is the range of the interaction 

is large and imaginary, since each angular momentum state in the in-

cident beam that represents a particle striking within the interaction 

range is completely absorbed. The total cross section is thus ~ rr Q. ;i,_ , 

twice -geometric, but there is no reason for the 1/2 and 3/2 isotopic 

spin states to have the same interaction range. We can further 



inquire about the real part of the amplitude. For all states 

the amplitude is pure imaginary, but there will be 

contributions to the real part from the states of ,,/.. Q' yz c.. • A 

rough estimate of these contributions can be obtained by assuming 

that the .J. -= 17 c.. state produces its max:i.nnun real part ~ .. - rr/'t , 

and all the other higher phases are zero. Then 

The real part would increase as ~ for high energies. That 

this may be an overestimate can be seen from the dispersion rela-

tions. Since ~ 'DeCl'J increase no faster 

than at infinity, the relation for 1) e , (3.31), is valid. 

This relation requires ~-pc to become constant at infinity if, 

as we have assumed, the cross section becomes constant at a few Bev, 

or if L [ .R- '1) e. - 1< .- o=- ~] .... o • To show that this is the case 

we compute the value of at infinity. The relation 

(3.31) may be modified to make it more convergent to facilitate the 

passage to the limit. Since (see (5.13)), using the symbol s 

:i. J"" 't-dr -·-r rr , (c • - 1J c ? • - z '-) 
r z > 1 

The limiting value of .fL 17 ~ = ic. ..... ~ f may be subtracted from 

the integrand without changing the value of the integral in (3.-31). 

Then 
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Inserting the values for the cross sections collected by Anderson, 

Davidon, and Kruse, (6) and using a-~ JI,.,. ... , ~ ... ~ f.r ... C--'-/<trr .1 

Orear•s(2l) values for the s-wave scattering lengths make 

te.,.. 1) c U) • -3. 9 and a coupling constant .y '-- • 0.082 yields 

1<..c. "D e'l "") • 10.5 which is of the order 1-l"-/,.,._ which is of 

the order of unity si.mce the amplitude has been defined with an 

extra factor of ::i. l<. • 

We can apply the same argument to the spin-flip amplitudes. 

For the phases representing partial waves that are totally absorbed, 

there is no contribution to the spin-flip amplitude. Again we 

estimate the -contribution for J ~ ~Q by assuming the contri-

bution to be a max:i.nnun for this • Then since 
.f ( L, 1) 

:i.. 

Since this argument overestimates the contribution to 

it is also likely to overestimate • Assuming that both the 

real and imaginary parts of S e. behave as Ji and ,:o e 

and 'D"' behave as we have previously supposed, we have for the 

relativistic amplitudes: 

' 



and 

All four of the relations (3.24) will hold as written. 

It is interesting to observe that the behavior of 

[i arises naturally out of the dispersion relations for 

'} e Ci') if we make the asswnption that {)._ Sec~) goes to 

zero at high energies. The relation is at high energies 

~ -pe c.n I 
~ seci) + - -

:i."'""' :f 
.Mi 

J2..__ 1)., 
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I G-'-{,.,. ~ W ~~-L 2. i" f-' -
2 + c- -?- :l..(J I~ II" 

(3.37) 
I 

The assumption we have made about ~ S ~ implies that the last 

term behaves as 1;.:-
2- at high energies. t<e 1) e C'l-) becomes a 

constant and the only parts of re.. S e 

the limit nru.st arise from 

Now 

that are not constant in 

,M. ~ -t- . i< - I; 

;>.I<..,.,. L ' 7;- ~-I) 



If we insert this in the integral, the term in ,!; ~ .. _ , can 

be performed using the dispersion relation for -pe C~) • It 

is part of the ~ 1)eCi) term on the left hand side of (3.37) 

and terms of the order unity. We are left with 

K- e (3.38) 
c'"" - l 

The lJI.Qst singular behavior arises from the term in the total energy 

E • To evaluate the behavior of this term, we observe that 

is · an analytic function of e in the upper 

half plane, real along the real axis from 

to infinity and positive imaginary along the negative real axis from 

to - >- • Then is an analytic function behaving 

as at infinity and an application of Cauchy's theorem to 

~ ( ...,, o<. ~ E c ~ ) 1) "Cc) 

r, ; J(7 ~-i ,.)C ? ~- ,) 

-"" 

where the contour passes beneath the poles at and 

and may be closed at infinity, yields, on taking the 

real pa.rt and using the symmetries of -V e , for 

( °' ___ d_e __ _ 

) (2 ,. _ ~ '-) ( c '- - I ) 
t> 

). 

:,, 10 ) c). c- J 1<.'- -.. .,.. ~ - :>.. 1<- c- jL__ -p <: ( ~) 

rr o lr ' - i ') ( ~ ' - I ) 

-

• . 

' 



:: 
i(i' - 1 ) 

In the region o..:: i! <. 1 ) .P-. -p"' is just the delta-function that 

yields the bound state term. The first integral then becomes the 

desired integral. The other terms on the left hand side behave as 

'le~ ; the bound state term arising from the first integral, the 

second integral since it has a finite upper limit of integration, 

and the third because becomes a constant at high energies. 

On the right hand side the term in !2- 1) <!! is the largest at infin-

i ty. The contribution to 12,,. s e is then 

(3.39) 

The term in K in ( 3. 38) produces a term in pro-

portional ta ~ i • Since 

~ p("' ~~---
" ) t - ? 

J 

If we subtract the lirni ting value of JL.. 1) e under the integral 

we get a rapidly convergent integral 

L = 

L 

] 
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and a term in of the form: 

~ Se 

These terms are not terribly significant since there is no reason 

for L S e to go to zero as we have supposed. If 

were bounded at infinity, it would produce an additional term in 

in 1'<... s e which could cancel the term we have found. 

A more singular behavior of fJ_-. s e would be necessary to elimi-

nate the Fi dependence of ~ s e , th'US we are left with 

the conclusion that nmst be unbounded at infinity, if the 

total cross section remains finite at infinity, and we shaJJ. assume 

that s e behaves as h • 

... -



Section IV: The Yang-Fermi Ambiguity 

The first important application of the dispersion relations 

was ~de by Anderson, Davidon, and Kruse.(6) They used the dis-

persion relations for the non-spin-flip forward s~attering ampli-

tude to check the experimental phases against integrated total 

cross sections. These relations determine the sign of the real 

part of the forward scattering amplitude. Thus Anderson, Davidon, 

and Kruse were able to resolve the ambiguity in the phases as to 

the overall sign of the phase shifts and as to whether or not the 

real part of the amplitude changed sign at the first maximum in 

the scattering cross section. They observed that the amplitude 

did change sign, and thus concluded that 'ii;n went through 90° 

at the :maximum.. Actually, all that was shown was that there was 

no cusp in the energy dependence of the phases. The alternative 

Yang phase shifts are also chosen to reproduce the real part of 

the forward scattering amplitude. In fact, any two sets of phase 

shifts that predict the same angular distributions will predict the 

same absolute magnitude of the real part of the forward scattering 

amplitude. 

If the T =!phase shifts are assllllled to be negligible in the 

low energy region, the Yang phase shifts are simply related to the 

Fermi phase shifts by( 22) 

50 
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(4.1) 
e :i: 'i. , , . ' e. -+ :;i. e. ;i • .. ,, 

in which the primes refer to the Yang phases, the unprimed phases 

are the Fermi ones. The second equation is just the statement 

that the forward scattering amplitude is unchanged. The change in 

sign of the difference between £>~ 1 and ~11 has a pro-

found effect on the spin-flip amplitudes. Qualitatively, the Yang 
/ 

phases have a large ~3 , which goes through a resonance at a 

low energy. We shall show that the Yang phase shifts are not cen-

sistent with the dispersion relations for the relativistic spin-flip 

amplitudes and • These relations determine the sign 

of the reaJ. part of the spin-flip amplitude in terms of a large 

coupling constant term and relatively small integrals over the imag-

ina.ry parts of the spin-flip amplitudes. 

In the forward direction, we combine the relations for 71- e. 

and 'a' 0 given by (3.24) to obtain a relation containing only 

1e_ ~ 1 on the left hand side. 

(4. 2) 

+ ~ ,0 ("~ ( 2 ~ ~e(?· ) - ~ Jl--. ~'-'(~)) 
If ) ?- .... - :z 

I 



Now using the expression for '} 3c~) in terms of the direct and 

spin-flip ~litudes (3.30) and the phase shift expansions for 

:P and S (J.32) 

]<. 
-r s 
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(4.3) 

( CA-' - - a., .. ) 

The term in 1) is of order the term in 5 • 

This coefficient is o ( ..... ).;,c. . ) below the resonance and only 

9% at one Bev. Under the integrals the terms in 'D can be 

dropped also. For '}e at threshold 

Using the total cross sections collected by Anderson, Davidon, and 

Kruse,(6) the integral over the direct amplitude may b~ evaluated: 

) "" .;;.. eh· L. ]) e - --- - ... 
Yr 1 '- - I J..11, 13 -

I 

The coupling constant term in the relation for ~ ~ e at thres-

hold is .:i.. cr I_.,,.. ~ , so the direct amplitude has only a 

1% contribution. For the odd isotopic index term at threshold: 
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-+ 

and the integral is 

L1>" 
(! c - o . II /.,,... ,_ 

while the coupling constant term is - " · ' / 2 Here the .,.. . 
contribution of the direct amplitude is 5% of the coupling con

stant term, but in the relation for ff. 'a' J when the relations 

for C;}' ~ and 1 ° are subtracted, the total contribution from 

the non-spin-flip amplitudes is 1% of the coupling constant term 

and tlru.s is negligible. Then 

(4.4) 

We shall drop the d-phases and the higher phase shifts under the 

integrals. These phases are small at low e11ergies, < JQO Mev., 

and at high energies we expeet the spin-flip scattering to become 

small. In any case the contributions from the higher phases would 

be the same for .the Yang case as for the Fermi case. On the left 

hand side of the relation (4.4) for the spin-flip amplitudes we shall 

drop the d-phases. They _are small, and do not enter when the rela-

tion is specialized to threshold. Then 



"" ~ t" ( z-~ ~ ! ,. oh ( ~,. sl l - .........:. ... ~]] ) 

7,r J~ .. -i YJ1 (4.5) 
I 

L :t Where ~ is the rationalized, renormalized pseudovector coupling 

constant: • 
Dropping the T • ! p-waves and introducing £ 0 :for the scat-

tering lengths, ~ .,..., b "1z 3 for p-waves, we have at threshold 

'i, 0 0 

1 , - <i, l) 
(4.6) 

We shall show analytically that the Yang phases are not a possible 

set. Using Haberschaim's(2o) value for 
' o. 0 ~ ~ 

' 
the coupling constant term is -0.lB. The difference in scattering 

lengths on the left hand side of equation (4.6) is, from experiment 

~ -0.25. Thus in the Fermi case., the contribution of the inte-

gral is less than one-half that of the coupling constant term and 

of the same sign. In order for the Yang phase shifts defined by 

(4.1) to be a possible alternative set, the right hand side of equa

tion (4.6) must change sign when the Yang sh:µ'ts are substituted for 

the Fermi shifts under the integral, because the difference in scat-
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tering lengths that occurs on the le.ft hand side is defined to change 

sign. The coupling constant term remains fixed, however, so the 

integral nmst change sign and increase in magnitude six fold since 

the Fermi integral is 

) ~ - o. ~ ~- + 0, I r,-' o . "[) 7 (4.7) 

and the Yang integral must be 

The forward scattering amplitudes are equal, hence 

and since the Fermi ~ .,_ ~3 , is negligible, 

< 

The positive contribution of the integral in (4.6) is maximized if 

only the 
I 

'?>1, phase is considered and the 
I 

~JJ dropped 

The integral over ~ :i.. S:> n , is just the integral in ( 4. 7), neg-

, and so 
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.3- (C>:) ~ d. c-
?rr ) cL.- 1 

. ' ~ ~ l.. I 

.-a.,.- ~ ) I - _...,_ ~ lJ 

'r2 ] 
< O.l't" 

I 

less than a third of the size necessary for the Yang phase shifts 

to be a possible fit. This procedure overestimates the contribution 

of the integral in the Yang case. The term in . ~ ( i 
~ <i:.,, s 

quite large and a more accurate calculation yields even worse agree-

ment. Such a calculation was performed by Sereaton, integrating 

the Anderson phase shifts(2J) to check the Fermi and Yang fits, and 

was published by Gilbert and Screaton.( 24) Another resolution of 

the Yang-Fermi ambiguity was published by Davidon and Goldberger.( 25) 



Section V: Sum Rules for Meson-Nucleon Scattering 

We shall now derive several interesting sum rules for the 

coupling constant in terms of integrals over phase shifts. The 

first is an approximate sum rule that relates an integral over 

the ~ ~, phase to the coupling constant. The others will be 

exact rules relating the coupling constant to integrals over the 

real parts of the amplitudes. The first sum rule is approximate 

because in order to derive it we must 1nake too stringent assumptions 

about the high energy behavior of the theory. We assume a theory 

in which the scattering goes to zero at high energies. That is, 

we assUille some kind of cut-off, but we shall not specify this 

cut-off. Then the matrix elements in the sum over intermediate 

states in the part of -t e C :z-) that arises from a commutator of 

currents would vanish for high energies both on and off the energy 

shell, and we would expect a relation for -5-ecc) in the forward 

direction of the form 

(5.1) 

Similarly we could repeat Goldberger's derivation for the forward 

scattering amplitude and obtain for the direct amplitude a relation 

of the form 

_A --
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-Je._ 1) e (i) ..... 

(5.2) 

We retain the ../\... -term in both these relations since there is 

no reason, even in a cut-off theory, to forbid a possible meson-

meson interaction; besides, a finite constant must occur in these 

equations if the theory is to have repulsive s-waves. Another 

way to approach what we are doing is simply to assume these two 

relations as the simplest possible relations and ask about the 

behavior of a theory whose scattering amplitude obeys them; a 

theory in which the total cross section vanishes faster than 

at high energies. We nov eliminate the constant term in ./'L 

. I 
/.;!'. 

from these two equations. Since 1J = :l. ,~ + + °l.l""" ~ '}' a relation 

involving only ea, e is obtained: 

This relation differs from the equation previously obtained for 

~eC'l-), equation (J.24), only by the expression 

0 = ~ l ~., ' L ';!' < c ' l 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

whica is also the value of relation (5.3) for • In 

terms of the direct and spin-flip amplitudes this becomes 
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(5.5) 

and in terms of cross sections 

Now the term arising from the direct amplitude is of order .... %~ in 

a cut-off theory. In a theory in which the cross section is con-

stant at high energies, the term in "'J)e is divergent. We can 

estimate the contribution of this term by imposing a sharp cut-off 

and evaluating the integral using the experimental cross sections. 

We evaluate IIUlllerically 

For a cut-off ?-, = 7. 7, or 930 Mev, the contribution of the 

integral is 6% of the coupling constant term for <a- l. = 15. For 

r, • 10, the integral is 8%, and for c ... = 19, 2.5 Bev 

laboratory energy, the integral is 20% of the coupling constant 

term. Since this term is small and thus its effect is relatively 

insensitive to the cut-off, we drop it. 

Dropping the higher phases in the spin-flip amplitude, we 

have, writing out the p-wa.ve terms: 
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(5.5) 

and in terms of cross sections 

;i rr I< 
3. J ""~ .fL. S e( i'- ) 

rr , J.f '~ 

,. 
Now the term arising from the direct amplitude is of order .... ~ ~ in 

a cut- off theory. In a theory in which the cross section is con-

stant at high energies, the term in J) e. is divergent. We can 

estimate the contribution of this term by imposing a sharp cut-off 

and evaluating the integral using the experimental cross sections. 

We evaluate numerically 

For a cut-off ?- , = 7. 7, or 9 30 Mev, the contribution of the 

integral is 6% of the coupling constant term for ea,, J.. = 15. For 

r, ... 10, the integral is 8%, and for ~ c. = 19, 2.5 Bev 

laboratory energy, the integral is 20% of the coupling constant 

term. Since this term is small and thus its effect is relatively 

insensitive to the cut-off, we drop it. 

Dropping the higher phases in the spin-flip amplitude, we 

have, writing out the p-wave terms: 



3'trr ,.. ~ • ~ .. ..,, ~ ,, + ... ~ ) "" ~ ~ i :i .......:.... .. 'i, 1 , - ~ ,c...:, .... <i, 1 , 

I 

(5.6) 

The coupling constant term is rather large compared to the in-

tegraJ. of a phase shift unless the phase shift is resonant or 

very large at a low energy. From the way the phases enter in 

(5.6) we can make some qualitative observations about the theory. 

Only two of the four p-phases, the two phases, enter with 

the correct sign. If either of the P, 1 phases is large, it 
-;\. 

gives a negative contribution making it still more difficult to 

fulfill (5.6). The Yang shifts would give a negative integral 

and so are ruled out in a theory in which this sum rule holds • 

Since the 33-phase shift enters with twice the weight of the 13-

phase, it is easier, in terms of a slowly varying phase shift, 

to fulfill the equation with a resonance in the 33-state than in 

the 13-state. 

In line with these observations, we shall estimate the posi-

tion of the resonance, dropping all but the 33-phase shift, Then 

(5.6) reduces to 

(.5. 7) 

If we approximate the integral by neglecting the contribution to 

the integrand 'While bJ
3 increases from zero at threshold to 90° 

II 

I I 
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and assume that ~ 13 • 90° from the resonance out to infinity, 

we have the integral c "" o! ..-/. :s which can easily be estimated )c.,._ l'2. 

numerically and will yield an estimate for c~ which will approx-

i.1na.te the position of the resonance. The integral is 

Ill 4 3 2.8 2.5 2 

• 0.27 0.36 0.39 o.44 0.62 0.79 

The value of the coupling constant term in (5.7) is, for c,y' • 15 

Thus this estimate for z/'1.- yields 2.8 or 250 Mev laboratory 

energy. This estimate should be too large since the high energy 

contributions to the integral have been overestimated. The contri-

bution to the integral for c ,,_ :;, 19 or energies greater than 

2.5 Bev is 0.1 but any reasonable phase would have become small 

or have been lost .in the other phases at such energies. If we had 

tried to fit (5.6) using only the 13-phase shift, the coupling 

constant term would be twice as large and 'l: ,._ would have to be 

1.7 or 98 Mev. Such behavior for the 13-phase shift is in 

violation of the effective range formulae, (l4) which require a 

negative phase shift for the 13-state while this resonant behavior 

would require a large positive shift, and of experiment. 

Returning to (5.7), we shall evaluate this expression using 

the effective range fornrula of Chew and Low< 26) 



'6 . 0 ~- -

in which w ~ =. E - I< • The integral is then 

) oc 
0 . 5 7 

I 

corresponding to ~,_ • 14.1 or L-- al 
'J • 0.079. We shall use 

formula (5.7) to evaluate integrals of slowly varying functions of 
multiplied by ~ 'l..~JJ 

Y2 1 
.. We shall use our lmowledge 

from experiment, that the 33-state is dominant and has a resonance, 
to estimate quantities that can be related to the integral in (5.7). 
The resonance behavior given by an effective range relationship or 
by experiment makes the function quite sharply peaked, 
so we can estimate integrals of the form 

a, ... 
f< L -,, (5.8) 

where :z:,.._ is the value of near resonance. As an example 
of this use of the sum rule, we co:npute the difference in the 3/2 
isotopic spin p-wave scattering lengths that arose in the discussion 
of the Yang-Fermi ambiguity. We had eq_uation (4.6) 

The integral is 

~" + l.. 

~,.'-- ' 
.,ML 

/,. 
I,;. 

II 

I 



and if we take the position of the resonance to be :c: ..._ • 2.4, er 

195 Mev, and ~ \. ... 15, we get -0.08 for the integral and 

in good agreement with an integration of the experimental phases 

shi.fts.( 24) Another application is the estimation of the p-wave 
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contributions to the difference between the s-wave scattering lengths. 

If the Goldberger relation (J.31) for the odd isotopic index direct 

amplitude is specialized to threshold and only the 33-phase retained 

under the integral, we get 

Since 
'- E ' L-
I< l. 

and then 

( "' " 
"Z> , - ~J = 

't 
IT 

I -
, the integral is estimated to be 

where E,,_ is the value of E at resonance. Again tald.ng 

a 2.4 and C}l.._ ... 15, F -n. becomes 8.8 and the 

result is 

.o::- 0. I D 

In this example the contribution from the integral over the direct 

amplitude is overestimated by making this ~3J -approximation. 

This will be discussed again in section VIII. 



Another approach to this sum rule is to derive it by assuming 

that the real part of ea, e c r) goes to zero at infinity faster than 

• If the relation (3.24) for 

would imply that 

; \..,otc- jL_ ~e(?-) = 
I 

on taking the limit of the relation as goes to infinity. Of 

course this condition on ti. '}eel!) obtains in the case that we have 

considered where relations (5.1) and (5.2) hold. Then 

1 ,""A 

and 

therefore 

L e- <te c f ) " L [-'- 1)e - -' JeJ - 0 
2 l<-JV' ....-. 

In order to derive a similar sum rule based on 1°c~J we would have 

to show that L ~--Jeec;i, 0 c :c > - o 
~ ... - • This would require a stronger 

cut-of! than has been required !or the even amplitude. The static 

theory swn. rules that correspond to (5.6) and to the one that could 

be derived for C} 0 c r-) have been studied by Cini and Fubini. ( 27) 

The simultaneous existence of both sum rules requires the small 

p-phase shifts to have large contributions at energies near one Bev, 

since the two sum rules cannot simultaneously be satisfied with a 

resonant 33-phase shift alone. 
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We shall now derive another SUlll rule relating an integral of 

the real part of the T-matrix element to the coupling constant. 

This sum rule is exact in the sense that no very stringent assump-

tions about the behavior of the functions at high energies have to 

be ma.de. In the process of deriving this sum rule, we shall develop 

a new set of relations that will connect the imaginary part of an 

amplitude to an integral of the real part in the physical region and 

to a bound state term. These new relations differ from the conjugate 

Hilbert transforms that relate an integral of the real part of an 

amplitude to the imaginary part in that the integrals are restricted 

to the experimentally lmo'Wll region above threshold. Consider as an 

example the function ere Cr) • We have previously written a re-

lation for '}e c r) : 

\

,.. c1 r 
~ z ,t.::) - .. - --,.-

rr r ~-2 
fL__'}eC-?-) 

I 

Which corresponds to the following properties of the function: 

1) 'rec"l) is analytic in the upper half of the complex ::c- -plane. 

2) L. '}ec~J is zero on the real axis for -1 <- -z. ~ l 

with the exception of a delta-function contribution 

y G-'-
.:i. /l <.,..- ( 

3) the real part o! ~ e c le) is an odd function on the real 

axis, the i.rna.ginary part o! CJ, <- c ~ ) is an even function on the 

real axis, and 

4) <}'e ( c-) is less than ~ at infinity in the conplex 

plane. 
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Now we consider the function • By 

we mean that branch of the function that is analytic in the upper 

half plane, positive for r real, r :;,, 1, negative for c 
real, r <. -1, and positive imaginary for real, 

-1 < "2- < 1. The imaginary part of this .function is positive in 

the upper half plane, and the function has no zeros above the real 

axis. This function is just the dimensionless laboratory momentum 
a,e C ~) of the incoming meson. Now the function "~ will hava the 

following properties: 

1) it is analytic in the upper half plane, 

2) it goes to zero at infinity, 

3) the limit of this function onto the real axis from above 

has an even real part and an odd imaginary- part, and 

4) between 2- • -1 and ~ • l on the real axis the real 

part of the function is zero with the exception o! two delta-function 

singularities, the real part of this function being 12- ~ ~ c ~ ) /.; r _ r :i. 

in this region. 

From the boundedness and symmetry properties we can write: 

] 

where L [ ] and 'R [ ] mean the imaginary and real parts of 

the limit of the analytic !unction inside the brackets on the real 

axis from above. No trouble arises 'When the contour of integration 

is brought to the real axis. The integration is thought of, at 
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first, as including semi-circles above the points • 

The contribution of these semi-circles vanishes as the radius 

shrinks to zero, since the singularity in ~ [ ct;,1~_, ] at c- ~ :r. i 

is integrable. Using the relation between the real part of "d--e/~-1 

and the imag:iJlary part of '} e in the non-physical region: 

(5.9) 

~ G-' 
-t- -- / 

2' - ..,<,'"" I<,.-

The left hand side of this relation is 

for '2 > j 

and 

!or 

There is an in!'inite discontinuity i.Tl (5.9) at the point ,= .,. 1, 

since .a_ ~ec~i goes to zero as Y2. at threshold while 1<.c '1- e c -1-) 

is a constant in the neighborhood of the threshold. A SUl1l rule is 

obtained by nmltiplying this relation by ~ and taking the limit 

as z goes to infinity. Then we have, dropping the k,. in 

JI-A,'- : 

(5.10) 
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We expect this to converge, since we have argued that at high ener-
gies , and s is of the order 
of • The term in ell.- ~ e c.,,.,) is simply related to 

the high energy cross sections. From (3.35) 

;;e.,_;_, L 17 !'.' c r- ) ~ "l- ,~ .... c? 
r -t = 

and 

since the contribution from (' e. t .) 0 CJ-" behaves as 

If we assume that the cross sections remain constant above 1.5 
Bev, then and this term is about 5% of the coupling 
constant term in (5.10). 

Before exploiting this sum rule we record relations for the 

other amplitudes. Introduce r-=- h ~-, , the dimensionless 1 1 

11

1 

laboratory momentum. Then, dropping k ... in [1 ---<r-L . , 
some of the other possible relations are 

)~ 
,(L r <"to(i~ 1 :2. r e- .,£ c ~ '}- oc i' ~ ~ C- )' = -L ,,- e-'-- ;!; 3 i;i..-.A,,'L l<,v. 

I 

(5.11) 
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The relations for the direct amplitudes can be rewritten in terms 
of cross sections. Since ~1) 0 = r .. ,.,.c.,..--(f"+) and _g,_ -ve = r ,.,..,. lcr•+..--) 

c,--o-+;;: - .k ~ ~~,.... -p J ,ol-~\.. ~ T> "/~ 
I 

(5.12) 

The integrals over the real parts of the amplitudes would be dif-

ficult to handle near threshold since the integrand is sa singular 

there. The integrands can be modified in order to remove either 

the principal part singularity or the singularity at the threshold. 

Since f has the analytic properties listed earlier, the following 

integrals are easily derived from Cauchy•s theorem 

.,., 

t 
0 i '> 1. 

.'.( 
1' ~ t cJ ?- '1 ':: 

rr -r-"-- ~ 
... f I ~ < 1 - -

J I - °i! '-

(5.13) 

1° 
~ ~ "2.d't 

(_~ L_ iJ ( i' L _ -z' '") 
';,: 
~ -= 0 'r.., ? /" 1 

Using these integrals, the integrals in (5.12) could be modified 

for easier computation. 
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for example, and for the relation for the even isotopic index 

amplitude 

( 0- ... -t ,r- )_ ( o-+Tcr-) ~~ l ~.,<r .. lr ~ - "' - l<p "2 ... 
;? 1 

) 00 -¥?..Del?) - ~1)C(l) 1 } ;i., -r 7: ,,l l- [ 
TT"" fr 

? ,_ z"- . f 1 
I 

Returning to the relation (5.10), dropping the total cross 

section term at infinity, and rewriting the ~ e -a.mpli tude 

in terms of the direct and spin-flip amplitudes, we have: 

+ 

The term containing is of order of the second 

term. Dropping all but the p-waves in the spin-flip amplitude and 

assuming the scattering to be completely elastic we have: 

This relation may be used to determine the coupling constant. The 

contributions of the small p-waves are important since the integral 

is over ~ J. b rather than ~ ~ b • Using Anderson•s(l9) 

"machine fit" phase shifts, which have a positive ~ J J , one 

gets 

70 
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-r- • 0.090 

Using the same phases but reversing the sign of one 
would have 

= 0.084 

Using the values for the small phases calculated in section VII 
with .Anderson's Sn 

... 0.089 

Using the Chew and Low effective range f ornrula for <ii 11 

-(0.235 slope at threshold) along with the p-waves of section VII 

= 0.084 

The variation in the coupling constant is not excessive considering 
the large variation in the small p-vra.ves between these evaluations. 
If we take the term at infinity in (5.10) into account this lowers 
the coupling constant by 

which is 0.0045 if is 3/,,,.,.. ~ • This leaves for the .Anderson 
phases 

- 0.086 (5.14) 
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Most of the contribution to the integrals comes from low energies; 

for the Anderson phase shifts: 

= o.65, of which 50% of the contribution 

occurs below 30 Mev and 10% arises above the resonance, 

) ~ ,h- ~ :2.~ = -0.13, 50% below 30 Mev, l ql 7 1 
I 

) ... ~ ..,i..,.;.ll; ... 0.06, mostly from values near the resonance, ~ Y/ l OJ 
I 

and ) .. "'~ . .... - ...C.-- II 
I ~ 'Q l 

• -0.08, 50% below 30 Mev. 

Using only the 33-phase shift, we would have gotten .} ~ "' 0.069 

so that the contribution of the small p-phases is about 25%. Since 

so much of the contribution to the integral arises from energies 

near threshold, we shall modify the integral in order to separate 

out this contribution in terms of the scattering lengths. The 

quantity under the integral is which is constant near 

threshold when the phases are small. We shall subtract a term from 

the integrand which just cancels the threshold value of the integrand. 

From (5.13), = 1 ; equation (5.10) may be modified to 

read: 

As a rough first approximation we shall drop the small integral term. 

Writing out ~ ~ e c 1) and dropping the small terms arising from v ~ C1) , 
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we have 

If we use Anderson's values for the scattering lengths: 

Then, including the er correction. 

The scattering lengths 0btained in section VII along with Orear•s 

value for the 33-phase shift yield a similar value: 

<) o O 

~13 :a 0.235., ~11 a -0. 038., ~II : -0.12, ~I: : -0.03 

and 

A more accurate sum rw.e may be obtained from (5.9). We 

shall specialize this relation to threshold; however the integral 

is quite singular in this limit and we again perform a subtraction 

under the integral sign. From (5.13) we can deduce that 

L.,. ~ ~ 00 ~~' :: - 1 1' r - -:c i! f IT 
? -4 I+ 1 

Then we reduce the singularity of the integral: 
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I 

1 1 
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(5.15) 

+ 

There is no trouble with the limit of the principal part function, 

since the integrand after subtraction has an integrable singularity 

at = l. The threshold term is related to the squares of 

the s-wave scattering lengths. It is 

L c;rc- c iJ 
- -

'2 -, 1 f 

'Which is less than 1% of the coupling constant term. The contri

bution to 'a- eC?) from the direct amplitude is also about this 

magnitude. The integral is rapidly convergent and thus easy to 

evaluate with the experimental data. Dropping all the higher waves 

in <a'e(i) we have 

5 f :l ~ ~J: - s,~ + _!_ C cs,; - ~ . ~ ) l. 

(5.16) 

l >-n - I (>- ,J- 1\, )] I + 
11 :,_ 

in which 

I )~ J. ~ I ~;i.~ ~ S,o J 
/\ :: - <s 1 11 rr I c. 

(5.17) 
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(5.15) 

+ 

There is no trouble with the limit of the principal part function, 

since the integrand after subtraction has an integrable singularity 

at = 1. The threshold term is related to the squares of 

the s-wa.ve scattering lengths. It is 

which is less than 1% of the coupling constant term. The contri

bution to % eel) from the direct amplitude is also about this 

magnitude. The integral is rapidly convergent and thus easy to 

evaluate with the experimental data. Dropping all the higher waves 

in 'a'e(1) we have 

:,' f :l '::. ~J: - S1~ ..... _!__ ( ~.; - ~.~ ) l. 

(5.16) 

[ A :r:r - )-_ 7 I 
I ( >. IJ - ,\, )] + 
:>. 

in which 

I )~ J. ~ [ ~;).~ ; bo ] 
~ :: - ~ J 1 1 IT I 

(5.17) 
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The relation (5.15) differs from the previously obtained relation 

only by the term in o=- , the threshold term, and the integral. 

Combining these two relations, we find 

"" ~( 0 
IT ) , 1 J (5.18) 

~ q."C 1) / .,._ ) 
x ( ¥,. c.t-e c 'l" ) - cc 

This equation connects the high energy cross section with the low 

energy phase shifts. 

We evaluate (5.16) using the Anderson phase shifts. The in-

tegrals are 

>- 3 1 • o.o4o4 >- I J "' 0.0029 

>-,, • -o.oo6o l' 11 • -0.0033 

The contribution from the scattering lengths is 

s -5-- ~ ~ 0.301 

and the correction from the integral is 20% of this, being -0. 050 

leaving a coupling constant 

• 0.084 

This is in excellent agreement with the value -t"' • 0.086 ob-

tained from the same data by relation (5.10). An alternative way of 

looking at these values is to use them to compute the limit of the 

total scattering cross section in the limit of infinite energy in 

terms of the Anderson phases. We had previously 
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f .l. • 0. 090 -

or 

c--:.. ( a-+ +o- - )c:;:,ci 'is' 0 ~ -

as opposed to the value of 60 mb that corresponds to the way 

we have interpreted the experimental indications. This is a 

dubious way of calculating the asymptotic cross section. It de-

pends on the asswnptions we have made about the high energy behavior 

of the theory, and the agreement we have obtained, which indicates 

that the high energy contributions to the integrals cancel, is 

probably fortuitous. This coupling constant evaluation has given 

a lower value for the coupling constant than was obtained by Davidon 
. (21) and Goldberger who found -:r 'l.. • 0.10, using the same data. 

The reason for this is probably that the relation (5.15) is more 

suitable for the calculation of the coupling constant than is the 

relation they used, which would co?Tespond to (4. 6) . The integral 

in our relation is more rapidly convergent by a factor of 

and, furthermore, in the relation they used, +~ was determined 

as the difference of two numbers 3/2 and 1/2 of its size. The 

contributions to the sum rule that we have used are mostly additive. 

The value that we nave found is in excellent agreement with that 

given by Haberschaim: -ta.. • 0.082. (2o) 

Another approach to this computati,m of the coupling constant 

is to modify equation (5.9) so that it could be used to represent 
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the experimental data as a straight line whose intercept would be 

the coupling constant. This would provide, in addition to a value 

for the coupling constant, a stringent check on the experimental 

data. Performing subtractions to remove the singular behavier of 

the integrals, (5.9) can easily be brought to the form 

(5.19) 

= 

where 

I 

?-

The integrals over the experimental phases are rapidly convergent. 

If the right hand side of (5.19) were graphed against i"' , the 

data could be extrapolated to zero to deter.mine the coupling constant. 

An alternative approach is to use the fact that the threshold value 

of 
L :r"'l-tJ 

f is insignificant and graph 

which should be a straight horizontal line. 

111111 



Section VI: 

The Derivative Relations and the 33-Phase Shift 

We shall now develop the relativistic generalization of the 

equations used by Chew and Low(l4) to derive the effective range 

formulae. We have, in the two dispersion relations for Cjrecc-) 

and ca, 0 <~) , essentially two relations for the four p-wave phases, 

if we assume that the contribution of the d-waves and higher waves 

is negligible in the low energy region of interest. We can obtain 
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two further relations of the p-phases by considering the derivatives 

of the amplitudes with respect to the cosine of the angle of scat-

tering in the center-of-ma.ss system. This derivative is simply 

related to the derivative with respect to /X' , the dimensionless 

measure of the m.ementwn transfer. Since 

= 

then 

because Yl. is a function of ,=l: alone. Upon differentiating 

the equations (3.23) and writing the result in the forward direction, 

we have: 



Differentiating (3.28) yields the connection to the direct and 

spin-flip amplitudes, in the forward direction: 

~ -:: I Z2 -t- ~ ) J -t I< ~ 
~/Y J..f! E: c),;y (1 ;r I;. 17/,Y 

~ 3..- [ .E?.R + ~ sJ 'c /c A,\ c> s 
-:: - -c),:y )..~f= 

;;,-,.,_ (1 flt c).,,y 

Using the phase shift expansions (3.32) and keeping only the 

(6.2) 

s- and the p-phases, the quantities in the brackets are, for the 

odd isotopic index term: 

(6.J) 

and for the even isotopic index term: 

+ I<_.. ( 6.l~) 
(3 

1111' 

111 
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The d-wave terms enter into the term in a significant 

manner, since they become weighted with an additional factor of 

From the phase shift expansion, these terms are, using 

ol 1, and d 13 for the 3/2 isotopic spin J • 5/2 and J • 3/2 

states respectively, oJ., s- and c,1.. 13 for the 1/2 isotopic spin 

state. 

£ d 5e K'- I 

::to/JJ - :i_,)..H.) -:: ~~- ~n ( cl - cJ - + 
,.1E e,,,, ,,... 'f 11 IS 

(6.5) 
I< c) 5 0 K~ I 

(j{ IT ( .,.f 17 - °" I!, - d. sJ + .,..,{ 3,) - - :: - __. 
~) 

(113 ~= .,u 't 

The derivative relations must be combined in such a way as to 

eliminate these d-waves on the left hand side. The combination of 

the 1Ci-) and '}(?) amplitudes required is 

since • 

this is 

s] 
For the odd isotopic index combination 

C,- ... 
/ 

"''" 
(6.6) 

~ ~~ ,a_ (~='}"-.f") 
I 

We shall simplify the even isotopic index equations by asswning 

that goes to zero for high energies. That is, we will 



not use a difference relation for • This corresponds to 

a strict p-wave approximation: we cut off the phase shift expan-

sion so that the relation for ~~ involving the A - term 

converges, and we assume that the A -term is imdependent of 

-f''V' 
1 

• We do this primarily as a convenience in handling the 

equations; when we finally derive an effective range formula for 

the 33-phase shift, we shall use the difference relations. The 

even isotopic index relation is then: 

I 

.:i. 
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(6.7) 

1 )""' ell-
+ - -rr l~ .. j) -i. 

' 

£_ (~e-,..i°"a-"') 

Combining these to obtain relations for the 3/2 and 1/2 isotopic 

spin states, each of which, by (6.3) and (6.4), contains only one 

phase shift on the left hand side, yi.elds: 

l. 

1 Ii 

::. -

(6.8) 

I 
111 

I I 
II 

1111 

111

1
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(6.9) 

-+ _, r:?-
7rr J 

I 

- ( } I - ,....... -j ";" ' ) -+ 'f- ( -1" J - ,.._. i= CJ' J) 

(_-;; ... ? ) "1.. 

The singular integrals in these relations only involve terms of the 

same isotopic and ordinary spin as occur on the left hand sides. 

Since we know from experiment and from the analysis of the static 

theory that the 33-state is dominant, we shall drop all but the 

33-phase shift under the integrals. Then the only contribution 

from the undifferentiated amplitudes is 

Rewriting the relation for the 33-phase shift and splitting up the 

term into partial fractions, we have 

(6.10) 

_...... . --



We shall drop the last three terms on the right hand side. The 

third and fourth terms cancel each other to leave a slowly varying 

contribution of the order of 10% of the second term. The last 

term is of the order of ,<A 4 '"' with respect to the second term, 

and has the opposite sign to the difference between the third and 

fourth terms. This leaves 
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(6.ll) 

The b31 swn rule developed in section V can be used to evaluate 

the scattering length. For equation (6.11) we have 

,. t.. ( I I I<- i. (:; ,,_ 
~ ,..1- r ) ~ (.1-A..) 'L 

+ 
I< .. 3 lc.. "-t" -""" TS' ,,r-..,....... 

2.~., ' 'L = 15, 5> ;1 0.22. The 2:1'1,. = '} ... which is, taking 

same result is obtained from (6.10) since the additional terms are 

small. The numerical values for the different terms are: 

?>,: :: ; ~ t l J • u l. -+ o. C\ l + o. o 6 - o. O I J 
from (6.10) . If ~,,_ is taken to be 2.3, ~;1 would be 0.23. 

This value is not too bad, considering the fact that we are working 

with an approximate equation ignoring the large high energy contri-

butions to this equation in a true theory. 

Equation (6.11) is analogous to the equation for the 33-state 

derived in the static theory by Chew and Low(l4) if the crossing 

terms have been dropped. We shall write several effective range 
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solutions to this equation, -based on the Chew and Low methods. 

Dropping the Jr in the denominator of the coupling constant 

term, we consider the function /t c i ) of the complex variable 

i defined by 

~~ I 

1 I< i 
I 

+ -
IT 

(6.12) 

Then, if .·-~ ; approaches the real axis from above, the limit of 

1t.. cc 1 is 

(6.13) 

tt. L c ) is an analytic function in the entire plane w.i. th a cut line 

along the positive real axis from one to infinity and a pole w.i.th 

residue at the origin. n- l 't) goes to zero at least as 

11-z- at infinity. If we assume· that t d c) has no zeros, we 

can derive a solution of (6.11). Of course there is a good deal 

of runbiguity in the solutions that we find; they are defined only 

to within a rn.eromerphic function which we have assumed to be zero, 

see Dyson, Dalitz, and Castillejo(2B) for a discussion of this point. 

We shall firs t examine a solution obtained by introducing a new 

function 

Then .It ( ~) is an analytic function in the entire plane with a 

cut line from one to infinity along the real axis, a pole with 

residue '~..,._, at the origin, and a Yr behavior at infinity. 
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A representation for Ji C-z:) in terms of its imaginary part along 

the cut line is 

_,_ + 
i 

I 
. IT 

/2.._ .J.. Cc-) 

But from the defining equation for ,n l 'i!--) , we see that 

for 

and 

approaching the real axis from above. Taking the real part of 

the representation yields an effective range expression: 
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(6.14) 

The integral on the right hand side is convergent and may be per-

formed to yield 

)

q,, 

ch-
p ~ 

I 

~ 
I<'\. 

J.._ [ Cl. ... __ , -

-+ '"' o.. ... l 
; ] 

0..,. I .. ~] 
-~ a. ... ' 

~ 
x (.o.. .... iJ '-

( ·{ (2.'t'"~)+1 ... ) 

where • This is a slowly varying function of ~ 

whose value in the range 1 <- ~" 3 is • Then 
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and the effective range is 

rr / ,1 .. ,.. 

for 9- L= 15. The scattering length is 0.11 and there is no 

resonance since for 2 = B, the integral is 0.2/~ corres-

ponding to an effective range of the order of 20 • For 50 

one would get an effective range of 2.5 but the scattering length 

would be o.5 • This is quite different from the static theory 

result. The static limit of equation (6.14) is just the effective 

range relationship of the static theory(14) dropping the crossing 
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terms. If w and ,k. are the meson energy and momentum, then the 

relation is 

The integral that yields the effective range is now divergent, and 

a cut off must be ~upplied. For a cut off of the order of the 

nucleon mass, the integral is ,,._ 7 ..-u and the effective range 

is about 4 • This is in much better agreemeBt; the divergence 

has enhanced the result. We have, however, made a specific mistake 

in finding the solution (6.14). We have imposed the boundary 

condition on J,. (?-) that it behaves as !/2 at infinity 'Which 

corresponds to, in principle, ~ ~ 33 approaching a constant at 

I I 



infinity. We were saved from the consequences of this by the fact 

that the integral in (6.14) behaves logarithmically at infinity 

and the phase that we have found will approach zero logarithmically 

at infinity. If we impose a more rapid approach to either zero 

or 180° at infinity, we would expect /L l 2-) to approach zero con-

siderably more rapidly than • If this is to be the case, 

the analytic function which is related to the reciprocal of n__Cc) 

J11UBt be given another inverse power of • If we consider 

this function will have the correct behavior at infinity. The use 

of this new function is equivalent to using a difference equation 

originally for a': -t'e • All the approximations are better, since 

the integrals converge more rapidl:y:, and the contributions from high 

eRergies become less signi.£icant. This new function is analytic in 
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the entire plane, has a cut line from one to infinity along the real 

axis, has a pole at the origin with residue - 2-!5.-, and has a '}-'-,... , 
pole at • 1 with residue • Then we can derive 

the equation 

= 

Ignoring the integral, which is small, we have 

Yl. 3 c...y(" ~JJ 

E" 2 L l - r~r. 1 (6.16) 

.Ji-'. 
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and the effective range is 

~ 
I< 

for } ,._ = 0.084 and ~
1: . = o. 235 the resonance would be 

at ~~ = 1.7. This relation shows a great tendency to go 

through resonance. For a fixed value of the scattering length, 
as the coupling constant increases the resonance moves to higher 

energies, and agreement with experiment is obtainable with 

~ .. ,,.._. 0 . 11 yielding ~,.,. ~ 2.4. We still have a two parameter 

relation, since the threshold scattering length has been introduced 
in order to yield the correct high energy behavior, a role that 

is left to the ·cut-off function in the static theory. A distinct 
advantage over the static theory is that both of the parameters 

are observable quantities . The integral in (6.15) yields a positive 
contribution, the term increasing as 2 for large 2 , but 

the term in - z always dominates and the phase goes to 180° at 
high energies. The functional form of this effective range relation-
ship is different from that proposed by Chew and Low. They proposed 
that graphed against w~ ~ G-1<. would show a 

1 straight line behavior. We are going to graph r:~ c...o-t: '1,n against 
"2; , the laboratory energy. The experimental data fit a 

straight line on this new plot better than they did on a Chew-Low 
plot, since the high energy points at 220 Mev are lifted onto a 
straight line with the low energy points. Instead of using (6.16), 
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however, we shall derive a more correct relation by not neglecting 

the k in the position of the coupling constant term in (6.11). 

This correction produces a 10% effect and improves the agreement 

with experiment. The analytic function related to the recipr<r>cal 

is then 

which has the usual cut line from one to infinity along the real 

axis, has a pole at r "' .A- with residue 

one at 

(_J -J\,) '- ( 1<..-.,... ) ,:: I< 

with residue 

dropping terms in 

1 K. ( t- • ) 

"}' ',... " (1-,4,) 

and 

• Note that 

• Then we have for 

+ 
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(6.17) 
Yi.] i 
T (i" -.A-) 1 Ci'- 1) 

The integral is quite small, less than 5% around 150 Mev and 

very small at 300 Mev; we shall drop it. The relation that we 

shall compare with experiment is then 

(6.18) 

in which 



(6.19) 

and 

[ (6.20) 

Such a comparison is embodied in figure I. The experimental data. 

are those points collected by Ashkin, Blaser, Feiner, and Stern.( 29) 

The points lie on a straight line characterized by the equation 

1.05 - o.45 ~ 

which corresponds to +,. = 0.11 and 

extrapolation for the coupling constant and the scattering length 

is not very accurate, the dashed line also fits the points and 
(, !.. corresponds to -J 

resonate .near ~ 

= 0.10 and Si,; = 0.24. Both these lines 

= 2.35 or 188 Mev. The determination of the 

resonance is better than the Chew-Low plot, since the high energy 

points are used to fix the straight line, rather than having to 

extrapolate the low energy data alone. The spread of experimental 

points corresponds roughly to a 3% spread in the resonance, but 

the experimental data themselves are only 5 - 10% accurate. In 

Figure II five more points are incorporated. These are the points 

reported by Mukhin, Qzerov, Pontecorvo, Grigoriev, and Mitin(30) 
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for 200, 240, 270, 307, and 310 Mev. The dotted line would be the 

Chew-Low effective range curve at these energies. We should empha-

size again that the straight line prediction is based on the dif-

f erence equa·tion for -S- e c ~~ -r) , and the approximations are that 

the small phase shifts can be dropped as negligible, that the 

crossing terms in the 33-phase shift are dropped since they are 

small, and that the scattering i s assumed to be elastic and the 

d-waves, small. The integral that has been ignored can be computed; 

it is very small and passes through zero near r = 3. 
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are numbered to correspond to the references in Ashkin et al . (29) 
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Section VII: The Small P-Phases 

We shall calculate the small p-phase shifts using a 33-
approximation and the sum rule (5.8). That is, we shall drop 

all contributions except the ~ ~ b33 terms under the integrals 

of the dispersion relations. Using the derivative relations 

and .the spin-flip relations derived from the 'ij,-Ce-) amplitudes, 

separate relations for each p-wave phase shift can be obtained, 

giving, in this approximation, the small phase shifts in terms 

of non-singular integrals over the ~.J phase shift • . In using 

the sum rule to evaluate these integrals, we must recall that it 

is a rather crude approximation and, further, that the z-,,_ that 

occurs in the evaluation is only approximately the resonance, the 

maximwn in occurring before the resonance. We make 

the further assumption that the high energy contributions are 

negligible, so that we do not have to use difference relations but 

can use relations (6.8) and (6.9) directly, both to compute ~ 1 ~ 
and to eliminate 'o13 and ~ n from the spin-flip relations 

derived from ca,c:c,.> and ~ u c1- ) • 

We begin with the 13-phase shift. From (6.9) we have, re-

stricting the undifferentiated amplitudes to the ~ 'lo ~ 13 terms: 
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c~ - }1<) 

(7 .1) 



The sum rule yields 

I 
+ -

~ 

r:; ,,_ - '-/, i< 

I<- ( z-..-e,. ) 
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(7. 2) 
I 

"3 I 1 -.._ 
(J: ..- T,._) 

where the subscript ' n. ' means that the quantity :LTl question is 

evaluated at • Then taking = 2.4 and 

'} :i.. = 15, we have, upon inserting numerical values, 

which yields the following values for 

= 

= 

2.0 

0 
-1. 

~I J 

3.0 

and at threshold the scattering length is ~.: 

• . 

4.o 

o. 1,, 1 
(~"T .l..'r)" 

(7 .3) 

= -0.03. The 

qualitative bebavior of the phase is, of course, the most trust-

worthy: that the phase shift is extremely small. A 10% change 

in will change this phase shift by 50%. For example, 

if we take ~"' to be 2. 7, then the phase shift is 

= 1., 

'?,13 ... -0.70 

2.0 

0 -1.2 

3.0 

but the qualitative behavior remains unchanged. 

4.o 

o.4° 



For the other p-waves, we combine the relations for ~e 

as was done in section rv to get relations for the 

isotopic spin 3/2 and 1/2 spin-flip amplitudes. Thus 

(;.. '- I 

/ -, .... ,.,. e- - h-

and 

Dropping the small direct amplitude terms and the higher waves, 

the amplitudes are 

and 
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';}I C?-) 

If these relations are combined with (6. 8) and (6.9), the resulting 

relations for the c;. and 
tJ I< b 11 phase shifts are 

[ I + 'z-
G (7 .4) 



and 

+ I (""c)f 
J rr ) 

I 

:i. 
/-~ ,r I;: 

and the sum rule yields 

..a.,..,... ;;),. ~ .. ~ 

+ 
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u-~iJ .. 

(7.5) 

l 

~ _;i._ 

6 1;' (~ -.Ar)'-

I <><n ] - Yl.,. '-1 IS ( 'l- + ~" ) .._ (J,.._ 

I<: 2 + 
"L 7E lr--A..-J 

( 
E ... .!.1< ) ,~ _ .. _,_ 

e ,.. 
.!.. 
I~ (._i!- ~ 1:,-) .._ 

Using the same parameters as for (7.3), we have: 

= 1.5 2.0 

.. 
3.0 

-Ll.5° 

4.o 

-13.6° 
(7 .6) 



~J I = -2.6° -4.o0 -5.4° 

420 at 70 140 280 Mev 

and the scattering lengths are 

~" 
IJ 

= -0.12 and 
0 

~3 1 
= -0.038 

Changing =tn.. from 2.4 to 2. 7 changes c f ? 60 
0 1 1 rom --· to 

-2.8° at -2- = 2 and changes c from -6.6° to -7. 2° at 0 1, 

~ = 2. These larger phases are more stable with respect to 

changes in. =en.. than is the small lJ-phase, a 10% change in 

producing only a 10% change in the phases. The second figures 

in these phases are not significant. 

The <o
31 

that we have calculated is in good agreement with 

the values obtained by Puppi (Jl) which are i 1 1 = -1.4° and 

-2.6° at 80 and 120 Mev. The other phases are in rough agree

ment with the Anderson machine-fit phase shifts(l9) in that although 

<z> ,J is not positive, it is several degrees more positive than 

~ 1 1 in the resonance region. The ~,, that we have calculated 

is about twice as large as the Anderson value at 140 Mev, about 

four degrees more negative at higher energies. 

The equations that we have been using break down at high energies, 

in that this JJ-approximation and the sum rule eventually violate 

unitarity. As written, assuming the p-wave approximation to be 

valid and the neglect of .· the higher phase shifts on the left hand 

side to be justified, the left hand side of the equations involves 
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which nmst always be less than unity. If we push these 

equations to energies higher than we have used, the yz ~ w.ill 

dominate and increase indefinitely. For low energies, the estimates 

of the phases that we have ma.de should be adequate. The contribution 

of the small phases to the integrals is negligible at low energies, 

although it nmst become significant at high energies in a p-1m.ve 

appro.ximation in order to satisfy unitarity. This is just what 

occurs in the static theory in which a strict p-uave approximation 

satisfying unitarity is required; the p-wa.ves show rapidly varying 

behavior at energies near the cut off. 

The static limit of the expressions that we have derived for 

the phase shifts is easily obtained by setting E equal to '< 

and dropping all terms of the fsrm .M ft< • Then 

and (7.7) 

This last identity is the usual static theory assertion that 

= ~ 11 • We see that in this li.'lli t the phases are all 

negative and ~ :t"2. ,1 is four times as large as ~ :i.. 'l. , 3 

or ~ ~ '?:> 3 , • The more general results that we have previously 

obtained do not have 'b,J and 'b 1 , identical and are in quali-

tative agreement with experiment in that <='z, ,1 ")> '2,J I • 
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Section VIII: The S-Waves 

We shall only give a brief discussion of the s-waves, because 

the quantities of greatest interest, the s-wave scattering lengths, 

cannot be determined in a p-t-ra.ve theory even with the use of the 

dispersion relations. The magnitude of the s-t-ra.ves is intimately 

connected with the high energy behavior of the theory, as is know.n 

even from the Born approximation, in which the large S@Waves arise 

in a way related to pair production, a high energy phenomenon. We 

can see by examining the dispersion relations seme of the ways in 

'Which the s-waves depend upon the high energy behavior of the ampli-

tudes. 

If we consider the relation (3.31) for the odd isotopic index 

direct amplitude in the forward direction, written in terms of the 

cross sections and specialized to threshold we have 

(8.1) 

This relation was used by Goldberger, Miyazawa, and Oehme(5) to 

evaluate the difference in scattering lengths • 
Our purpose is to repeat their evaluation to show that a large 

part of the contribu·tion to this difference is given by the second 

maximum in the pion-nucleon cross section. Using the experimental 

values collected by Anderson, Davidon and Kruse( 6) to evaluate the 

integral over the total cross sections we find the following: 



1) the bound state term, which happens to be the Born 

approximation, contributes o. 436 for ~"" = 15, 

2) the contribution of the integral over the first maximum, 

integrating up to c • 4 or 420 Mevis -0.220 leaving 

~ ·- ~ " I J • 0.216, and 

3) the contribution from • 4 to ~ • 10, 

including the second maximum, is 0.057 producing as a final 

value ~."' - ~; • 0.27 in agreement with Orear's(2l) value. 

We have not considered the third :max:1.mum.<i7) We see that the 

second ma.x:i..mum contributes 20% of the value. The sum rule 

approximation that we are using is not in very good agreement, 

yielding • 0.10 in a p-wave approximation rather 

than the 0.22 obtained by considering only the first :ma.xi.'llUID. 

in the integral over cross sections. Part of the reason for the 

experimental integral's being smaller is that it contains cor

rections for the 1/2 isotopic spin interactions which enter, 

with a negative sign, this integral over a difference in cross 

sections. Such terms are absent in the sum rule approximation. 

The weighted average of the scattering lengths also cannot 

be determined in a p-wave approximation. In an approximation in 

which the cross section vanishes at infinity, a p-wave or a cut-

off approximation, the even isotopic index weighted average of 

the s-wave scattering lengths is given by 
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I 

~'-

)'" ~..t~( ..- -r+ a- -) + fl (8.2) 
I ~ .J L 



If the _;\_ -term is ignored, the weigated average would have 
to be positive if there is any appreciable amount of scattering. 
The coupling constant term is -0.011 which is comparable to 
Orear•s(2l) value for the weighted s-wave lengths 

• -0.02 

Or Anderson's value( 23) 

• 0.007 3 

But the contribution from the integral mu.st be positive. The 
sum rule estimate for the integral is 

The small observed value of the weighted average implies either 
the existence of a _A -term, i . e. a ~ t meson-meson inter-
action or a meson-pair interaction, or some more non-linear inter-
action, or else that the integral over the cross section fails to 
converge. This behavior of a p-wa.ve approximation, predicting a 
positive weighted average, as opposed to the Born approximation ' s 
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large negative value can be seen in the 
Low equation. The only negative contributions to the real part of 
the threshold scattering amplitude arise either from the _/\_ 
term, from intermediate states containing pairs, or from intermediate 
states containing three or more mesons. All such states are dropped 
in the one-meson approximation. 



In the light of all this, we shall use the dispersion re-
lations to perform some rough computations of the behavior of 
the s-waves, assuming that the scattering lengths are known. 
We shall use the dispersion relations for the direct forward 
scattering amplitude, derived by Goldberger, to compute the real 
part of the amplitude in a ~ 33 -sum-rule appro.xi.TOation. Then 
we shall subtract out the p-wave contributions using the values 
that we have computed in section VII. An alternative approach 
would be to eliminate the p-wave ·contributions directly by using 
the derivative relations of section VI. We would then have re-
lations that involved the p-wave scattering lengths as additional 
parameters, but there should only be computational differences 
between these two approaches. We use the two relations (3 . 31) 
both modified to refer to the scattering lengths: 

And combine them to form the isotopic spin 3/2 and 1/2 amplitudes. 
Using the phase shift expansion, dropping the d-waves and the 
higher phases, and restricting the integrals to ~ .,, ~ , , terms 
we have 
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and 

( -L) '·· :). r 2.c -- .,(,-- ] ~ - I k 't ....... L _,._ 
'Z 

-+- ( 2 ~- I ) .,... ...V- ~ ,._ ~ - I J L i-..v 

We use the relation for ~ 1 C2-) (4.2) ta eliminate the large 

0. 11 term. in (8.3). Since r= ... rz''· - I,< ,._ , we get 
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(8.3) 

(8.4) 

.AA 1-2 ::i. . ·-_-
E 

l< -t-3...... { 0 1 $, , + .2. .-,,; - ~ c S,~ - b; ) 

-+ (i ' - 0 

\:,..- (:, ~ L ~JJ 

&T'~ vz1 

and for the 1/2 state 

~1.1,JJ,,11-

rz , 
(B.5) 

(8.6) 



We shaD. ignore the self .. interaction effect: that the square of 
the phase shift will enter into a singular integral influencing 
the sine of twice the phase shift that occurs on the left hand 
side of our equatiens. We presume this effect to be small at 
low energies. It could be taken into account numerically, or by 
attempting to derive effective range formulas for the a-phases 
as Goldberger has done.(3 2) The sum rule applied to (8.5) and 
(8.6) yields 
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(8.7) 

J I:. ...., E11 .,._.. 

"e-~,. e.1:,,. 

and 

I 

Lt ""'!'. • J EI:,,_ 

L<-:""' ( ~ u ) , ~ . +lS,,+ie-('i,~-li;) 

(8.8) 

In the static limit of these equations, taking 1::: :c 1< and 
dropping terms in - ;,< , the small p-wave terms given by (7. 7) 
are cancelled by the terms involving the coupling constant on the 
right hand sides of (8.7) and (8.8). The s-waves are thus not 
connected with the coupling constant in this limit, but remain 
interrelated: 
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(8.9) 

This interrelatedness is just an expression of the fact that in 

a dynamical theory, the s-waves could be represented by two 

quadratic terms in the field, one even in the meson isotopic 

indices and the other partially odd, such as the Hamiltonian 

used by Drell, Friedman, and Zachariasen.(33) These expressions 

for the s -waves deviate rapidly frem straight-line behavior 

(21) 
above 30 Mev. If we use Orear•s scattering lengths 

5J / • -0.11 and ~." • 0.16, the phases would be 

for ~ ... 1.2 1.5 

or an energy of 28 70 

~ I • 5.6° 13.7° 

~3 • -4.2° -8.3° 

while if the phases were proportional to ~ 

at the same energies, 

1.2 

5.2° 

-3.6° 

2.0 

140 Mev 

34° 

-16.5° 

they would be, 

2.0 

12.5° 

-8.6(:) 



These crude expressions violate unitarity at energies slightly 

higher than these. If we do not take the static limit of 

these equations, we can compute the phases using the same para-

meters as in section VII and using these values for the small 

p-phases . The behavior of 'z, I is considerably improved; 

for = 1.5 2.0 3.0 

or 70 J.40 280 Mev 

?>, • 8. 8° 15° 23° 

'b1 = -8.1° -13° -34° 

at Y? ... . 92 1.4 2.0 

These values are for higher energies than were obtainable for 

the static limit. The ~ ' phase is now quite close to linear 

in Y/. • The ~ 3 phase above 50 Mev falls below the 

straight line behavior proposed by Orear, and passes near the 

experimental points at 113 , 165 , 169 , and 217 Mev 

cited by Orear. Above these energies the ~3 phase derived 

this way becomes too large to satisfy unitarity. The ~ , 

phase shows no signs of dropping off to become negative by 

200 Mev. 
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Section IX: The D-Waves 

We can make an estimate of the size of the d-waves by again 

using the approximation of retaining only the 33-phase shift under 

the integrals. That is, we use our knowledge from experiment that 

the 33-phase shift is the largest at the energies of interest, and 

that the d-waves are small. We begin by combining the derivative 

relations of section VI in order to have only the term in 

on the left hand side. Keeping only the largest term in the 33-

phase shift from the integrals we have from (6.1) and (6.2): 

(9.1) 

Even this largest contribution from the p-wave integrals is of 

order ""Ii< of the coupling constant term at threshold. The in-

tegral falls off more slowly with energy than the coupling constant 

term, however, so we shall retain it. We shall make a static ap-

proxirnation and take ol-(1- ii< and r= ....... 1< • Then 

using the sum rule: 

c) 
~ s~ &'- <> rr ~'/ 

,9,,,. 
~ / ... + -

,M 2- ~ e"T ~II. 
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and 

Combining these yields the separate isotopic spin amplitudes; 

introducing .).. for ..-- S v ~ 'D -o we have, from (6.5), 

(9.2) 

In order to get any information about the separate phases, 

we must use relations based on the second derivatives of (3. 23). 

We shall assume that there is no contribution fr(!)lll the lower 

limit of integration to these derivatives and also that there is 

no need to use the difference relation for J this cor-

responds to assumptions about the high energy dependence of the 

second derivative justified in a cut-Gff theory. Since the dif-

ferentiation of the amplitudes with respect to ~ brings in a 

factor of for each derivative, we can pick out the impor-

tant terms in the second derivative and ignore the rest. The in-

tegrals containing the first derivatives of the amplitudes will 

contain the largest p-wave contributions, and of the two functions 

and is larger by a factor of ~ I<. • 

Thus the only significant parts of the second derivative are, for 

,;y :: 0 , 



d .. 
1€e '} 0 

~.,_ 
'{c- -A, ) 1 &) ,.,, .... ~ ~""' 

(9.3) 

~ ~ 'D..}- .. ;) ... 
~ .vo ~ ol. 1- (l_ 

L 
~ rr ~ -) '-- c> ,,-;Y a ,,, I .,..~ 

for the odd isotopic index and 

~ if., ';)- (" G--- l. I --- / <~ -.,vJ J D..,. ... l<,,v' 

(9.4) 
;;)t.. 

fl. ~ e ..,_ :i. ),., d.r jL 
c) ~e 

'- -~,.... rr I l~+ -jj '-- I::) ,,. 

for the even isotopic index terms. The second derivatives are 

related to the direct and spin-flip amplitudes by 

(9.5) 

from (3.28). These expressions nru.st be combined as in section VI 

to eliminate the f -waves in the second derivative of the spin-flip 

amplitude. The terms in the brackets are, using the phase shift 

expansion and taking E ~ 1c J 

(9.6) 
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Combining these equations we have, using the sum rule and (6.2), 
(6.J) and (6. Li) ) 

.,..l , ..-- -r- ~ol.J>-
'iS"" .k f- ';( 1 4 ...._ I = - - .,(., ~ -Yl ) !, ,!! L > Cs- ... ;z,, ) l. 

(9.7) 
cl ,..-- - c,13 ~ ..§:'.. 

fo } !.'. L 
r; ...._ I 

,k ,t' -s- - ;,.;- (l-+-i",-) "1.. 
r? ~- t 

Or, since the phase shifts are small enough to write <i, 

for ..4,.A- b 

I II ' 
1J ~ ..k--:,- ..._ )?1- [ 'if 

1 / J I 2> J !> /?-, + 
I 

~ -
(?- -,. ?-,. ) L 

I ,;-

(9.8) 

'b ~- ~ 
-:i. .Ar -5--l.yZ' l 'I /_ I i/ ] I ~- CL 

(.7- -t '(",, ) .._ 

and using (9.2) yields for the other two phase shifts: 

~:] ~ l. L l. I S'"' l 

- l~ :;'" ),. J -"'- - k ,t yz -' - ... - Ar -I 1- C ;,. ?- ... ? ,, 

(9.9) 
\: \ k-r ... 1? ' r I / l. 

1 0 ..,(,. / ] '"'-- /..._ + 
(2- -c i~ ) L 

-+ - c ?--t;z,,_ JI 

The d-waves predicted by these expressions are very small. The 
corrections from the integrals are the same size as the coupling 



constant term for the 15- and 33-states and dominate for the 
13- state. If we use the same parameters as were used in section 
VII, the phase shifts are 

at 140 Mev 280 Mev 
1) 

-0.50 -1.6° ~J.1- ... 

~~$" = 0.08° 0.05° 
1) 

~JJ = 0.05° 0. 02° 
1) 

S,1 .. -0. 30 ""1.6° 

The two smaller d-waves are decreasing with energy, as given in 
this table, and they would change sign at somewhat higher energies. 
We have assumed that there is no other source of d-waves in the 
theory other tllan the direct Yukawa coupling described in principle 
by a cut off to obtain convergence. If this is not so, and the 
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high energy assumption is certainly dubious, the derivative relation 
based on + e. c,,.., ?- ) would contain arbitrary d-~1ave scattering 
lengths and the values of the d-phases would be modified. Such an 
additional term could arise even in the convergent theory, for 
example there .could be a strongly angle-dependent A c r r1 ' J -term 
in the dispersion relation for • Since we expect the dis-
persion relation for +- e(~) to have to be a difference relation 
in order to converge, the d-wave scattering lengths will certainly 
enter into the theory, and thus make it impossible to predict their 
size from a purely dispersion-theoretic approach. The d-waves that 
we have computed are far smaller than any found in fitting the 



experimentaJ. data.(JO) 

Results similar to ours for the small phase shifts have 

recently been obtained by Chew, Goldberger, Low, and Nambu using 

the static limit of the dispersion theory equations and a 33-phase 

shift approximation closely analogous to the one we have used.(34) 
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Appendix I 

Notation and Normalization 

We shall use the timelike metric, writing the invariant pro-

duct of two four-vectors AO 
·~ 

and 'f _,,. as 

(A.l) 

We take ~ "'- c. -:. 1 • Since furthermore we are interested in the 

invariant T-matrix, and not specifically interested in non-relati-

vistic limits, we shall use invariant normalizations for the particles. 

We shall normalize both bosons and fermions the same way: to ~ p 
O 

particles per unit volume. Then the boson wave function is just 

for a boson of four momentum "1 , q "--= _.,.... ... , .,AA 

is the meson's mass. The fermion wave functions have the normal-

ization 

(A.2) 

for a fermion of four-momentum , where 1° 1... ~ t< "L • 
The spinors AA- er ) obey 

( YP - 1<- ) fa\. c "' ) =- o (A.3) 

in which I< is the renormalized mass of the nucleon. We take 

and Y, to be Hermitian; the '(.: to be anti-Hermitian. 

The normalization (A.2) corresponds to a density ,,v: y., ..,,,,. ~ ~ p
0 • 

I 



The density of state factors are then the same for both bosons and 

fermions and are invariant: 

~(,kt.-M'-) (A.4) 

The suimnation over nucleon spins becomes 

Yr' -t- I< (A.5) 

differing by the factor :i. ,<. from the usual projection operator. 

The T-matrix that we shall define will differ both by the .;;:,. 

factors and by a factor of 1. 1< from the usual T-ma.trix. The 

identity, the scalar product of one-particle states, has the form 

(A.6) 

for bosons and 

(A. 7) 

for fermions where are the spin indices. The T-matrix is 

related to the S-matrix by 

(A.8) 

or for the scattering of a nucleon 1' , meson '1 1 into a 

state f-1 , 9 J 

Ill 

I 
I, 



s ( p I <j ~ '{' 
1

_, "I I ) 

(A.9) 

-t- ,; ( :l rr ) ~ Ss ( !' + 'l - f I - "' I ) T ( r I °1 , t' ', "I I ) 

The probability that the scattering takes place is of course pro-

IT l l. portional to • For an elastic scattering, the differ-

ential cross section is (see Moeller)(35) 

I T l "\. L:>. rrJ 't <;\ f' T <; - r ,_.,,. , ) 

(A.10) 

I 

l.'- rr) 7 

in which the first factor is the invariant normalization for an 

incident flux arising from ~~ p particles per unit volume 

striking J. r " particles per unit volume. This is 

't ,k ,._ J<. 

in the laboratory system where the mesons have momentum J< L-

and is 

in the center-of-mass system of total energy E and momentum 

• The Optical theorem follows from (A.B). In the for-

ward direction 

I T T-t" 
:,. (A.11) 



--·· 

in which the sum in:plicit in the matri..~ notation is restricted to 

energy and momentum conserving intermediate states by the delta

function coefficient of the T-matrix in (A.9). Then the total 

cross section is 
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(A.12) 

for mesons of laboratory energy "'1 / 1<- • 

In writing the dispersion relations we use the dimensionless 

variables 

the laboratory energy 

and 

in center-of-mass 

and 

the laboratory momentum of the in-

cident meson. We also use 

E = total center-of-mass energy 

= center-of-mass momentum 

o( .. 1::0 -t- I< 

and a factor arising from the normalization of the Dirac equation 

in the center-of-mass 

I I 



These obey the algebraic relations: 

and 

When we insert numerical values, we use I< • 6. 7 ?- • 



Appendix II 

The T-Matrix 

The formulas that we use for the renormalized T-ma.trix ele-

ment in terms of Heisenberg field operators were derived from 

perturbation theory by Low(36) and from an asymptotic formulation 

of field theory by Lel:unann, Symanzik, and Zimmermann. (J?) 

Goldberger(JB) applied these expressi~ns to dispersion theory by 

observing that the T-matrix element defined in terms of the 

T-product of Heisenberg field operators (or Green's functions) 

could be re-expressed in terms of the commutator of the operators 

as far as physical processes were concerned. We shall briefly 

recapitulate part of the Lehmann, Syma.nzik, and Zimmermann argu-

ment in order to -write out the formulas we want for the T-matrix 

element. We consider eigenstates of the total energy-momentum 

four-vector : 
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{B.l) 

where we shall in general surpress all the other quantum numbers 

necessary to specify the state. Since ~ is a displacement 

operator: 

{B.2) 



for any Heisenberg operator 0(.-,,) • Thus the coordinate depen-
dence of any operator may be explicitly exhibited and removed in 
the momentum representation: 

. p,,..-
• o c..,..) -= e o lo) e (B.3) 

We shall normally drop the reference to the origin and write O 

far O Co) • The interacting meson field obeys the equation 

(- 01._/'" .. ) cf1 c,,- > ~ 1' l,,-) (B.4) 

in which ? is the renormalized meson mass and i ('7) is 
the renormalized current containing counter-terms and any inter-
action. The expressions for the T-ma.trL~ are simply derived by 
observing that the quantities 

(B.5) cr ... -t: .... 

where 

-~ ~ ~ -:, - c ~-- '1') ~ -t- ~ ( <)- "t) 

behave as annihilation operators for dressed mesons while the Hermitian 
conjugate quantities behave as creation operators. We assume the com-
nm.tation relations 

I <P"' _ ,. cf ,;__ ] 



Given a one-nucleon state I r / ";;> , which may be obtained by 

operating with an operator constructed from the Fermi fields 

analogously to (B.5) on the vacuUI11, and which is assUI11ed to be 

steady, the scattering state of two particles defined for large 

negative times is 

~,~- \ t '> = L 

and the final state at large positive times is 

\ '(') .,, + / -::-

Then the S-ma.trix element is 

0--1 - /IIO 

The surface integral is transformed using Gauss's theorem; the 
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(B.7) 

(B.9) 

commutation relations (B.6) and the fact that • 0 by 

heavy particle conservation, since there is no state containing one 

nucleon with mass less than a nucleon. 

and using the definition of the current and the translational 

invariance (B.3) 

1
1
1 

I 
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= < r' I I'' '> < "I I " '"> - ,.... l"' rr; ., ~ ., ( Y' -t- ., - I" ' - "I') < r-> , -, -t I ·::i I ..- ''> 

The T-matrix: element for this scattering is then 

T (B.10) 

which depends on only three of the possible four four-vectors 

entering into the interaction of four particles. If the decomposi-

tion for the final two particle state is used, this becomes 

T =- - .... (B.11) 

and using again the fact that 

• 0 

since .fi '1 c,-t- is a meson annihilation operator; 

~ 

dcr:.,. e: "'""' d.,... < r l t cp(,,,J.) i (<>)] 11" '> 

If the surface integral is expressed in terms of a volume integral 

over the half space 

'=' - . 
A 

. . 

. ' __ 

I 



or, using the fact that e:~ ~ obeys the Klein-Gordon equation 

and the causality condition [ j ( "?) ) d'. ( ") 1 = o, 

T = \ e: ..,..,... ~ < y., I [ y c ,,- ) , i c a) J I i,- 1 > ..... 

(B.12 

where the + under the integral means that the integral is re-

stricted to the forward light come. 
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